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For: KT series.
Product: KT‘ Set I .
Price: $39.95 {disk}, $9195 {PCMCIA
card).
From: Syntaur Productions, 5402 W. 43rd
St., Houston, TX '??[l92. Phone:
1'13-632-196i}, FAX: T13-682-2[l'i'2.
 -

This month we explore a new set of
Syntanr patches from the emperors of
audio animation, Sam Iviiins and Todd
Spear. In case you aren't aware, Sam
was the master sculptor of animated
pad sounds for the Ensoniq synth line.
Where other people {myself included)
suggest staggering envelope times,
wave start points other than 000, trans-
wave modulation thru loop point mod-
ulation, Sam is the guy who actually
performs these herculean programming
feats. His programming prowess bor-
ders on legendary (I reviewed a set of
SQ patches that turned your SQ into an
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SD-1 sonndalike in Issue #105), and
his sonic powers deserve a comprehen-
sive blow-hy-hlow precis. So rather
than tip the entire hand, here’s a few of
the standouts:

Lightnin’ Bug: A cymbal hell attack
grafted onto an analog stringtbrass pad
with high-frequency mod wheel "flit-
ter" (in the 25-301-Iz LFO range). Very
cool, ambient yet out front.

Atmospheres: Definitely not your
General MIDI “Atmosphere.” A Shaku
pad wffilter sweep up and down on the
“Lightnin’ Bug" flitter aforementioned.
Warm and evocative. Mod wheel con-
trols “chiff" of shakuhachi. Thoughtful
animation programming.

Cross Blender: An exceptional acous-
tic sis. string that melts into an Eva
string pad wflight vibrato.

Wine Glass: Again, not your GM
“wineg1ass.“ An animated vihrophone.

Neutrino Pad: Analog string pad ala
Oherheim wlslow, gentle, not-teo-
much resonant filter sweep. Iust
enough animation to capture the im-
agination without stealing the show in
year mitt.
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NeverGreen Pad: 16‘ and 8' flute pad with octave beats of
transwave sprinkled in with a delayed attack. Very cool for
arpeggiated chords when held down. Mod wheel removes
n-answave.

Aurora Borealis: 16’ and 8’ transwave wtfilter sweep up
and additive octave bellhine character. A glorious intro pad
for those introspective nuage rurninationsfcompositions.

Deep Clav Nine: Inst another clever name (actually a
muted clavinet wfshort decay). Syntaur’s idea of a reality
check (I assume).

Brite Rock Organ: His all-drawbars-out B3: mod wheel
toggles Leslie on and off. As an added touch, after touch in-
troduces a hint of brightnessfbrilliance; just enough to add
cutting power without destroying the B3 character (as so
many clone patches do: by adding harmonics at an improper
level, the B3 tums into a VOX). Not this one.

Mr. Piano: Sam’s obligatory tip of the hat to Ensoniq’s
piano wavetable: mod wheel up kills fx.

Mellow ElPiano: A very, very accurate emulation of our
DX?‘ electric piano with an added twist: mod wheel controls
harmonic overtone pitch (modulator fixed frequency ratio in
Flvlspcak, mod-wheel variable). FM never had it so good...

Tweeky Moog Bass: The definitive Moog bass patch with
the best filter action on the mod wheel yeti

Attitude: Heavily flanged EP with slow LFO rate and short
decay so that the reverb delay becomes a separate flange
tone. Spooky programming reminiscent of filter resonance
as an alternate oscillator (except this one has effectsl). Tre’
cool programming here...

Mora Borealis: less of Aurora Borealis.

Tubular Bells: Mod wheel adds sub Sva bell and longer
reverb. Very cool yet subtle animation on an old theme.

Mad Max Wigs: All I can tell you is velocity increases fil-
ter cutoff frequency; taste this one yourselves...

Nennus Age: Low square wave wt'l6’ and S‘ plucked at-
tack. lvlod wheel removes the low square wave element.
Maybe for bands with large hair or something...

Not to give the show away, this is another one of those col-
lections that defy description. It gives different impressions
upon each listening (a hallmark of Syntaur collections), and
pretty much forces you to realise there's sooooo much un-

explored potential in the Malvern box. This is another of
Syntaur’s collection that doesn’t knock you down with its
impact; it seduces you with its subtlety of animation. And
you'll play with it a while, shut down, and go back to it an
hour later hearing the same thing but a different character. I
hear new things in this set and I‘ve auditioned it five times:
a very pervasive collection that, although could be thought
of as a pad collection or a nuage collection, defies descrip-
tion every time you listen to it. Maybe he’s got a random
pattern generation in this particular PCMCIA card or some-
thing, but I‘d swear the sound changes every time I listen.
And, unlike previous sets from Syntaur, you‘ll find some
obligatory meat and potatoes string and analogue pads, but
with the same refined envelope programming that's become
a Mims exclusive. This guy must sleep with the KT to pro-
gram this well (no offense intended, Sami).

Sam lvlims has an unparalleled handle on the KT architec-
ture unmatched by anyone I‘ve ever met: this collection
proves the point.

A must-have from the master of KT ambient programming:
no KT owner should be without this collection. Once again,
Sam Ivlims raises the bar on exploratory sound program-
ming, and actually only succeeds in showing what a tremen-
dous amount of programming energy has been expended on
this offering. Just when you think you’d created the patch to
end all patches, here comes Sam with a twiddle here, a
twiddle there, and it‘s back to the drawing board for those
of our ilk. I just hate that, don‘t yon?

It‘s akin to not seeing the forest because of the trees: the
most obvious, overlooked parameters tum out to be the
most expressive. More than educational, greater than the
sum of its parts, the KT Set 1 represents the “Syntaurixa-
tion" of another Ivlalvern wavetable way past its design en-
velope...

as if you’d ever, ever tire of its sounds, it's a veritable
tutorial on mondo evocative wave programming just by
dialing up menu pages to ask “How in the hell did he do
that?" Or just play away and revel in its subtlety: a finer KT
offering you‘ll be hard pressed to find. ’Cause I guarantee
you‘ll be looking long and far: personally, I’d call it a futile
search... -

Bio: When not answering broadcast NTSCIPAL video- cap-
ture questions for Truelfision, Pat Finnigan is a tech sup-
port person for Rasterfilps, a company that makes video
boards and monitors for Mac and IBM piagforrns. He stilt
uses a B-3 for a keyboard stand and watches the alpha
channel
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Ensoniq Releases Songwriter’s Keyboards

Ensoniq Corp has introduced two new synthesizer keyboards
-—- the MR-Workstation and MR-Workstation Weighted Action.
These new synths are designed for the musician who wants to
write songs, with many unique features designed to make that
easier than ever.

Available in both 61-key synth-action and ?6-key weighted
piano-action keyboards, the MR-Workstation uses Ensoniq’s
SotmdFinder interface to make sound selection a breeze. One
knob selects the sound category and another knob is used to
select the desired sound. Sounds can be quickly located al-
phabetically, by location (ROM, RAM, expansion board, user
etc.), or by musical instrument category. Drum patterns can be
located by musical style, and all data types can be located by
spelling their name, using the keyboard for quick entry.

The Idea Padllml guarantees that no musical inspiration will
ever be lost. Everything that is played on the keyboard is
recorded, divided into separate phrases by selection of a dif-
ferent sound, or pauses in playing. Any phrase that is recorded
can be sent to the onboard 16-track sequencer for further de-
velopment.

The Idea Pad also works in conjtmction with an onboard drum
machine, allowing the user to jam along with pro-programmed
drum patterns to develop ideas or simply have fun. The drum

machine offers variations and fills for every pattem. New pat-
terns can be loaded from disk, and patterns and drum kits can
be edited to suit the user’s needs. The drum machine can work
in conjtmction with the onboard sequencer, which will record
the button presses for fills, variation selection, and rhythm
changes.

The MR-‘w'orkstation's lb-track sequencer has a resolution of
334 PPQ. Music can be recorded in real-time or step-entry.
Tracks can be freely edited, with a number of quantization
choices including swing, percentage, and push. Regions can
be marked for overdub or add recording, and edited as needed.

Arranging a Song can be done directly from the front panel,
building a playlist from the 24 Sequences possible per Song.
Dedicated knobs for track volume and parming make it easy to
develop a final mix, including global volume changes for
fade-outs.

The MR-Workstation supports Standard MIDI Files. They can
be loaded from disk, and the userls works can be saved as
SlvIFs to load into computers or other products for playback or
further editing.

The MR-Workstation is based on the same sound engine as
Ensoniq’s MR-Rack. It offers 64-voice polyphony and unsur-
passed fidelity, with a 44.1 kHz sample playback rate, four
13-bit DACs, and a hardware design that delivers 103 dB
signal-to-noise. It features a 14 MB waveform ROM, with
newly-sampled piano, strings, brass, drums, and voices. This
is in addition to a full gamut of pop, orchestral, drum, percus-
sion, and synthetic wave data.

It features the second
generation of Ensoniq's
unique Transwaveslml —
sweepable wavetables
for sounds that have
movement and a
decidedly “un-sampled"
quality. Many of the new
Transwavcs have been
created using proprietary
digital synthesis and
resynthesis technologies
that Ensoniq has
developed over the past
few years:

Wave ROM can be ex-
panded up to 86 MB
using three wave expan-
sion board slots. Boards
are user-installable, and



each board can hold up to 24 MB additional wave ROM data
as well as new Sounds and demos. Ensoniq's plans for a series
of EXP wave expansion boards include an 8 MB drum board,
a 20 MB Dance!Hip-Hop board, as well as a World board and
a Piano board, each offering 2-='l MB of new wave ROM. Wave
expansion boards will be aggressively priced, starting at only
$250 (US) for S MB, and offering 2.4 MB for only $500 (US).

The MR-Workstation will also support the loading of samples,
with the addition of a soon-to-be-released Flash memory op-
tion. This 4 MB board cmi be installed in any of the three ex-
pansion slots, and allows the loading of Ensoniq EPSIASR
sample disks and .lh'AV files. Ensoniq sample disks will play
back correctly without needing additional progranuning. Up to
three memory boards can be installed for a total of 12 MB of
sample memory. Since the memory is flash, all data is
retained even when the keyboard is turned off.

The new voice architecttue in the MR-Workstation is a
dynamic structure that offers up to 16 layers, each of which is
a fully programmable oscillator with many advanced para-
meters for shaping sound. The full voice programming is easi-
ly accessible from computer software, and Ensoniq is
providing a special MR-editorflibrarian version of Mark Of
The Unicorn’s UNISYN software (Windows or Mac) to pur-
chasers of the MR-lh'orkstation.

The MR-Workstation contains 393 ROM Sounds, including a
full GM soundset. Dedicated buttons for creating splits or
layers make it easy to meet performance needs. Any split or
layer between different sounds can be saved as a new sotmd,
or sent to the sequencer so your performance needs can easily
become part of your sequenced music.

The lvfll-Workstation uses Ensoniq’s new ESP-2, a custom
24-bit DSP chip with 26 MIPS of processing power and 52-bit
accumulation. It offers 6 stereo busses: 3 offer independent
send amounts into a global rcvcrb, another provides a wetfdry
mix into a global chorus and a send amount into the global
reverb. The next provides a wetfdry mix into an insert effect,
with a wetfdry mix into the global chorus and a send into the
global reverb. The last bus is a dedicated stereo dry bus. There
are 40 insert effect choices, including high-quality reverbs,
choruses, delays, guitar-oriented effects, and many combina-
tion effects. Of special note is the tmique “Chatter Box” algo-
rithm, using complex filters to create morphing vocal
forrnants.

The MR-Workstation supports the new MIDI Tuning Standard
for aficionados of altcmatc Pitch Tables. It offers 45
pre-programmed 1-Pitch Tables for instant access to a range of
exotic timings.

The MR-liv'orkstation starts shipping in April. The 61-key
syuth action version has a suggested list price of $2595 (US)
and the T6-key weighted piano action version has a suggested
retail of $2995 (US). For more information contact Ensoniq

Corp, P0 Box 3035, 155 Great Valley Parkway, Malvem, PA
19355-BT35, (390) 553-5151 voice, (610) 64?-3903 fax, (800)
25?-1439 automatic fax retrieval, CompuServe: GO MIEN-
SONIQ, Internet Web Site: http:Hwww.cnsoniq.com.

Transonicl-Net
HELP WITH QUE TiONS

All of the dividualslisted below are volunteers] Please take that into cort-
sideraticn when calling. if you get a recording and leave a message, let '
know if it‘s okay to call back collect {this will greatly biomass your chances
of getting n return call]. And -— u1ere's always our on-line Interface.

All Ensonlq Gear - Ensoniq Customer Service. 9:30 are to noon, I:i5
pm to 6:31} pm EST Monday to Friday. olil-64'?-3930. Ensoniq‘s Fax fin 1
Demand line, {I-BUD-25?-1439) can also be used to retrieve specs, OS
info, hard-drive info, and the like. ~

I

IAll Ensonlq Gear - Electric Factory {Ensoniq‘s Australia distributor}.
E-mail address: elfa@oaemail.com.au; their web site at http:i,-’www.os.e-
mail.com.au.~’r-eifa; or e-mail their resident clinician, Michael Alien, at
rnaI1en@geko.com.au. Phone calls, Business hours - Victoria. {D3}
439-5983.

All Ensoniq Gear - The Electric Factory in New Zealand, phone (so)
9-443-5916, fax (64) 9-443-5393, or e-mail geoffm@elfa.co.na {Geoff
Mason).

TS Questions - Pat Esslinger, Internet: pate@execpc.com, Cornpuservc:
'.-'424il,15t52, or AOL: ESSLIP.

TS, WK, and SD-1 Questions - Stuart Hos]-ting, sn1b@oaernail.coni.au.

MIDI users and AER-Ill Questions — Ariel and Meiri Dvorjatski, Inter-
net: s3‘?t’i1921@tecl1stt]2.technion.ac.il, or dvorjet@techunix.tech-
niou.ac.il. You can also call Sincopated BBS at {Israel country code: 972}
4-3226935, 211 hours, 23.EK Modem. Please Login as: ENSDNIQ,
Password: MIDI.

S11-I Questions - Philip lvfagnotta, 491-46?-435?, -ti pm - 12:31] E-ST.

‘FFX Sound Programming Questions - Dara Jones, Compuserve:
T1955,11 13 or Internet: ddjones@netcom.com or call 21-‘l-Edi-9329.

SI}-1, ]IIPi4, .s.s1t-to Questions -- Iohn Cox, 609-333-5519, (NI) 5pm - 3
pm EST weekdays. Any time weekends.

SQ-Ell, ‘VFK Questions - Robert Romano, 60?-B98-4863. Any ol‘ time
{within reason) EST.

Hard Drives 8:. Drive Systems, Studios, ti‘: Computers - Rob Peiner,
C‘-includes. 91¢-963-SE13. Ilam-3pm EST. Compuserve: 'i1D2-4,1255.

EPS, EPS-Iii PLUS, & AER-1|] Questions —- Garth Hjelte. Rubber
Chicken Software. Cell anytime. If message, 24-hour callback. {E12}
235-9793. Email: cMck fimar.mm.

ESQ-1 AND SQ-St] Questions - Tom Mcfiaffrey. ESQUPA. 215-339-
l124l, before ll pro Eastern Time.

srsnvuaacnrssorso-so M.U.G. 24-Hour Hotllne - 212-465-3-fill.
Leave name, number, address. 24-hr Callback.

MIDI Users — Eric Haragar, Canadian MIDI Users Group, {E13} 392-
6296 during business hours, Eastern Time (Toronto, ONT} or call
lv[iI)l1.]Il'~l'B BBS at {dill} 955-6323 24 hours.

SQ-1, KS-32,, Si]-1, SCSI 8-: hard drive Questions - Pat Finnigan,
31?-462-E446. Stilt} am to 10:00 pro EST.

.ES=i1-1,, MIDI E: Computers —.Ioe Slater, (494) 925-3331. EST.



FM
FM: No Static At Alt?
You've heard me say it before. If you like to program your
own samples, there are few items more essential to your
EPSIASR toolbox than the Waveboy disks. One of my
favorite is the Resonant Filter disk. I hope whoever the en-
gineer was who convinced synth and sampler manufac-
turers to stop putting resonance on their filters got fired.
It's puzzling how such an essential building block in sound
could have been neglected. But I digress. Of course, as
soon as this little baby came out. a former bandmate and I
ordered it as fast as we could. As if the beautifully snappy
filter effect wasn't enough, the Resonant Filter disk comes
with another funny little effect called Flvl+FX. Essentially,
it lets you perform the most rudimentary fonn of Flvl syn-
thesis using the panning controls to assign samples as a
modulator and carrier. Aside from this, the only other Flvl
control you have is setting the Flvl lndez. As cool as this
was. a friend of mine pretty much summed it up when he
said, “it only makes one sound, but at least it's a good
one." It seemed that no matter what you fed in, you got
either a variation on the preset sound or a bunch of noise.
Not very useful. Or so I thought.

As often happens, I had a happy accident one day while
playing around with the FM+FX. And since I'm such an in-
credibly generous, all around cool guy, I'm going to share
it with you this month.

Load the FlvI+FX effect into memory and dig into your
sample library. What you're looking for is really any drum
loop, but preferably one with real bassy kicks. Go ahead
and load the loop of your choice and make sure it's as-
signed to the FM+FX effect.

Normally, when using this effect, you'd have two different
samples playing at once...one would be panned hard left,

eTH —- A Faster, Cheaper Hacker
If you can receive e-mail via the Internet, you can take ad-
vmtage of avoiding the post office and get a faster, cheaper,
e-mail version of the Hacker. The e-mail Transoniq Hacker
contains all of the same information and advertising as the
printed version, but it's only $2fltyesr — anywhere on the
plmset. Plus, if you convert over from the printed version you'll
-get extra in added to your sub. Interested? lust send a mes-
sage to in at eTH@transonie_.com and we'll c-mail back com-
plete subscription irtfortnatiort and a copy of the current issue.

Tom Shear

and the other panned hard right, so that one acts as the
modulator, and the other acts as the carrier. For our pur-
poses today, however, we're going to use the drum loop as
both the carrier and the modulator. To insure this happens,
make sure the PAN position of the loop is set to 00 (cen-
ter). Now all you need to do is hit EDIT-EFFECT and
scroll right to the INDEX value, which should be set to
taste, but I prefer a full value of 99.

The result is an unusual effect that won't work well with
every loop, but can sound phenomenal on the right one.
Basically, the effect sounds like a very clean, tight distor-
tion, but with a bonus...certain frequencies are emphasized
and others completely disappear. This can take even a total-
ly cliched loop sound like an original beauty you
programmed yourself. With some loops, you even getan
effect that sounds like the original sounds in the loop are
being replaced by analog drums. Very unusual. Like I said,
this doesn't work with every loop, so trial and error is
going to be necessary, but if you want a unique sound, it's
well worth the effort.

As I mentioned before, loops with real bassy kicks (like
808s) seem to work especially well. This can be used for
another neat trick. If you have any long, sustaining kicks in
your library, uy feeding them through this effect. throwing
the result down on cassette or DAT, and sample the
sound... This essentially turns what was once a lowly kick
drum into a cool synth bass. Again, this isn't going to

magically work on every kick drum
you have, but then again, nothing
truly worthwhile is ever that

....s. simple, now is it? Now, if I can just
- figure out how to turn the Waveboy

Parallel Effects into a RAM
Doubler, I'll be all set.... -

'._. Bic: Torn Shear was recently ar-
rested for modulating his carrier in
public.

Missing or Damaged Issues?
Every month we rnaii out thousands of issues and every month
about a dozen get "misplaced" by the Post Office. It you're ever
one of the winners oi this lottery, just ive us a call {dud-227-B543,
B are - B pm Pacific Time} and we‘llgbo happy to mail a replace-
ment copy — no prob. (However. it you accuse us of nefarious
schemes to ‘rip you oil,“ you will he offered a refund and given
helptui subscription info for other musician magazines.)

Q F l i l !  



TS Native Language
Product: Sound Disk TED-IDUI, Altered-Native.
For: TS-1l1'_ll2.

Price: $1?-95 {US}.

From: Ensouiq Corp., 155 Great vnu-.y Parkway, lvlalvern, PA 19355.
Phone: (fill!) I54?-3'§'3{l or contact your local Ensoniq dealer.

If I told you that this sound set contains 120 unique eth-
nictworld sounds for TS series synths at a very reasonable
price you might ask what the difference is between this
and the TSD-1005 disk I reviewed in the September, 1995
Hacker. I can imagine Nigel Tufnel of Spinal Tap replying
“Well....., one's got a five but this one's got a one." The
foods is quite similar. but this set has an emphasis on more
abstract combinations which evoke the atmosphere of a
culture without using emulations of traditional instru-
ments. The programs are not generally grouped into clear-
ly defined categories but a large number could be
described as “Plucked," “Wind Instruments" and “Tuned
Percussion."

Each program contains the ezpected patch select varia-
tions and generally the Mod Wheel is assigned to vibrato
with the Timbre slider adjusting the voice ruin (this con-
trol makes quite a difference here so click your System
button three times and select TIMBRE for the SLIDER
parameter). Most have a lot of effect processing assigned,
no doubt to emulate the big wash textures made popular
by certain other companies, but I also listened through the
Small Plate Reverb effect to see how they would hold up.
Aside from the cases where the effect is integral to the
sound, the TS clarity really came through proving that the
sotmds have not been covered with sauce to hide a bland
flavor; some people just like more reverb than others.
There are lots of clever waveform layers creating sounds
you may not have guessed could come out of the TS synth
section.

With this number of programs one of the weaknesses is
that there are many similar sounds. ‘These are no doubt
programming variations of each other but all seem poten-
tially useful. I also thought some of the sounds such as the
drums should have had more dynamic response but in the
thick of a mis they seem fine. I was originally going to

Garry Wasyliw

cite some of the sounds as being weak but when I heard
them in the contest of the ezcellent demo sequences I
changed my mind. The bagpipes really stuprised me in
particular and there's also an interesting Indonesian se-
quence using a number of the tuned percussion instru-
ments. After hearing these, I concluded that it is really
hard to declare any as unsuitable and, who knows, maybe
you have a use for XOTICARIMBA; a combination
marimba and dog barking sound.

In the notable category is a nice wind instrument named
CLARIDUK “an imaginary single reed dudek" as well as
DUDUK, an Armenian wood oboe that sounded good in
the demo but even better in a lower register. I hope you
can keep all this suaight.

GLASSHARMO is a replica of a glass harmonica. The
original is not a transparent mouth organ but a huge
motorized device that spins glass bowls in a tank of water
to be played by finger friction. This was invented by Ben-
jamin Franklin and I'm sure that if he had been able to
hear the TS version he wouldn't have bothered.

There are many good dntms but the two HYPERPERC
programs really address my wish for more dynamic
response. Different drum sounds velocity switch in at dif-
ferent places. This can inspire some very tmique grooves.

In addition to all of the above there is all of the Hyper-
Wave activity including synth pads, chanting monks,
rhythms and on and on. If I ever get a job scoring a movie
scene where the spy's plane is landing in Morocco, I'll
just load up MOROCCO-JAM and hold C-4 for as long as
is required. '

I can't begin to do this many sounds justice but if you're a
TS owner into any sort of world, ethnic or sound track
music then this disk is a must. We are talking many fine
programs here at a very reasonable price. -

Bio: Garry lives in o quiet little town in Canada. His nert
door neighbour is a well lcnown singer who is cornrnonly
believed to have been deceased since l9??.



The DP Delay Algorithms
Delays have been a popular effect ever since the first cave
man yelled into his cave and heard his voice rumbling
arotmd its huge spaces. The first true analog delay!

In more modem times we musical humans have come to
love our delays. It seems that every musical style has its
own unique uses for echoes and delays. Yes, even classi-
cal music. It is not uncommon to hear a theme in a classi-
cal work acoustically echoed by the use of dynamics or by
having the motif played by another insunment several
beats after the original. Ambient music wouldn't be as am-
bient without the DDL. Live singers love delay lines when
used to thicken a vocal performance. Guitar players add
them to their solo sounds. Studio engineers make clever
use of musically timed delays to enhance the groove of a
ttme. You get the idea..

We are going to look at some of the ways you can use
your DPI4 delays to enhance your music. This will also
apply to the DP}-4+ as well as the DPIZ. The algorithms
are the same in all of these processors. Many of the delay
ideas can also be applied to any effects algo that can dis-
play delay times in milliseconds including those found in
the TS Series and the ASR-10.

We are going to focus on the delay-only algorithms in the
neat series of articles. There also effects algorithms in the
DP product family that are multi-effects which also hap-
pen to include a delay line. The ideas presented here can
also be applied to them.

Today's Math Lesson
It is a good idea to have the formulas for determining
musical interval delay times memorized. I've stated this in
previous articles, but a quick re-cap is in order for new
readers. Here's what you do: Take the number of mil-
liseconds (thousandths of a second) in one minute (I000 x
60 seconds = 60,000) and divide that by the tempo of your
music, expressed in Beats Per Minute (BPM). The result
of that calculation is the number of millisecond that it
takes for one beat of your music (a quarter note) to pass
by. It is then a simple matter of multiplying or dividing
that mmrber to get any other musical relationship you
need. That means that if your tempo is 100 BPM,

Ray Legnini

60,000tI00 BPM equals 600 milliseconds (commonly ab-
breviated as "ms" or "msec"). If you need to know what
an eighth note is, then divide the answer by two; you get
300 ms.

The Tempo Delay
First we'll look at the Tempo Delay. The layout of this ef-
fect is relatively simple. You can adjust the tempo with
Parameter 04 to suit your song. You adjust the musical in-
terval with parameter 03. This is great when you are
mixing a song and need the vocal to echo rhythmically
with the music. If you generally sequence your tunes,
simply get the tempo from the sequencer and enter it into
the DP, no need to use a calculator. Another cool feature
of this effect is its ability to receive incoming MIDI clocks
and sync the delays to the clocks. This means that you can
have a sequence playing that has multiple tempos with or
without accelerandosfritards and the delays will automati-
cally be adjusted to keep up with the music! To do this
you need to set Parameter 06 to MIDI Clocks, and also
hook up a MIDI cable from your sequencer to the DP's
MIDI in. Make sure that your sequencer is set to send
MIDI clocks. {Some PC based sequencers allow you to
turn this function on or off as needed.) Be aware though,
that the DP is averaging the MIDI clock beats as received
in order to determine the tempo. On the DP,l4+ and DPIZ
there is an additional parameter called “Tempo Delay
Smoothing." This determines how fast the unit will
respond to incoming tempo changes, whether from a foot
switch tapping or from MIDI clocks as in our example.
Lower settings respond faster while higher settings make a
more gradual transition to the new tempo. If your tempo
changes are happening quickly and vary in speed by large
amounts, you may find that a lower setting is best for the
parameter. Experiment.

Applications .
Here's how to create a wide rhythmic echo effect: Only
one DP output is needed for this. Try panning the source
instrument to one side of your mix and send the delayed
signal (set to an eighth note for starters), with no regenera-
tion, to the opposite side of the mix. Regeneration is the
amount of additional repeats you will hear created by an



internal feedback loop which sends the delayed signal
back into the delay line to be delayed again. It is Para-
meter UT; set the amount to “U” for this example.

Our second example will create a '90s version of the old
analog tape delay line, minus the ratty recording quality.
Recall the original Tempe Delay preset. We can better
simulate the old tape style delay machines with the Regen
Damping parameter. This feature takes each subsequent
repeat and filters it, making it a little darker as it passes
back into the delay lines. The higher you set this
parameter, the faster the delays will darken. Set the
Tempo Delay Time to an eighth note and the Delay
Regeneration amount to about "50." Set the value of
parameter 09 to "00." New send a repeating signal inte the
delay line as you move the value for Regen Damping up-
ward. The repeats will be darker, more “damped” as the
parameter name suggests. As you move this parameter
higher, notice also how the number of audible repeats
seems to change. This is because as you start filtering out
the high end of the repeats yon will get to a point where
they are so dark and filtered that they disappear after only
a couple of repeats. To hear more repeats when the damp-
ing is set to a high number, raise the value fer Parameter

UT, the regeneration. Be careful with this because as you
change the damping to a lower number, high regeneration
settings can cause the echoes to “run away," repeating
endlessly. Since you have MIDI hooked up, remember that
you can assign a MIDI controller to change any parameter,
allowing fer real-time creative changes. These moves
could also be recorded into your sequencer fer an auto-
mated mixdown.

Try different settings and save the variations that are use-
ful to you. Of course if you are using a librarian program
like Galaxy (tm) from Opcode or a parameter editor like
Unisya (tm) from Mark of the Unicorn, yen can save un-
limited variations. You can also save DPI4 sys-ex to any

device that can record it, including
a computer based sequencer pre-
gram or an instrument such as an
ASR-ll]. -l

. 

Bio: Ray Legnini is this year"s
winner of the Nobel Prize for sam-
pling. He piaas to spend the one
ntiliion doilar prize foolishly.
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TRANSWAVE Sound Library uses a unique feature of Ensoniq samplers: transwave loop
. modulation. Transwaves bring dramatic, dynamic modulation to the usually static world of

samplers. They can capture the dripping sweep of a resonant filter, subtle pulse-width mod,
_ L ‘ or the organic morphing between vocal sounds. (This is synthesis; there are no pianos.)
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128 "frames" that go together like a movie to create motion. That motion is under your
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The Price is only $551, which includes 28 sounds on 5 disks, includes shipping, and a manual

_-,_. which covers editing of Transwaves for your own devious purposes. Overseas add $5. To
order, send a check or money order, or call or fax to pay by VISA or lvlastercarcl. WAVEBUY
Industries PD. E!-ox 233 Paoli, PA 19301 USA tel: Bill‘.--251-9552 fax: eto-aos-sore



Tuning onlhe ASR-l0 and
EPS Samplers
The Ensoniq EPS-16 PLUS and ASR-1U,l88 samplers have
the ability to play in different tunings. For many com-
posers and musicians this ability to change the instru-
ment's tuning is as important as being able to change a
waveform or a chord progression. This article will explain
the tuning capabilities of the EPS and ASR samplers, will
mention computer-based editing of these tunings, and
where to get more information on the subject of altemative
tunings. This is the first in a series on how to use altema-
tive tunings on Ensoniq samplers and synthesizers.

Alternative Tunings?
Almost all the music we hear is based on twelve equal
divisions of the octave. Each semitone is an interval of the
12th root of two -—- 12 of these add up to an octave. This
tuning is known as 12 equal tones per octave, or IZET.
The oscillator chips in a synthesizer can play many pitches
between these basic intervals, so that when you bend a
note with the mod wheel the pitch bend sounds continuous.
An altemative tuning is one in which the base pitch for
each key has been redefined to be different than the stan-
dard semitone. The unit for measuring the interval between
notes is called a cent. This cent is based on the 12ET
tuning, and is one one-hundredth of a semitone. An octave
spans 1200 cents. Since new tunings use pitches that are
“between the keys," this is sometimes called “Microtnn-
ing," or “Xenharmonics."

Why would someone want to use a different tuning? One
reason is to hear new music, or familiar music in a new
way. Chords and scales can be constructed using these
tunings that were simply not possible using l2ET. This can
create intervals which are purer or more dissonant than
12ET. Experimental tunings can be divided into two
categories. “lust Intonation" (ll) tunings specify an integer
ratio for each key, such as 3,l'2. The simpler the ratio, the
less dissonant it will sound, although this is frequently
relative to other intervals heard in the composition. Chang-
ing the key in Jl requires retuning the notes of the scale.
This is because because simply shifting the position of the
hands on the keys will give you different intervals, since

Steve Curtis

each "semitone" now has a different size. Equal Tempered
tunings use numbers of equal divisions of the octave, such
as 19 or 31 or 8. The reason for these specific numbers is
that certain notes of the 19 and 31 tone scales yield close
approximations of Just Intonation ratios, but allow the per-
former to modulate the key. The late xenharmonic com-
poser lvor Darreg once noted that each tuning can be
thought of as having its own mood, much like playing in a
different mode or scale or with a different sound. Try
taking a piece of music you know, setting up a new tuning,
and playing the piece again in that tuning.

Tinting isn’t always used for making experimental music.
Historical tunings can enhance playing of Baroque and
other classical music. Meantone and other temperaments
were popular before equal-tempered tuning and in rnany
cases were the tunings used when these pieces were
originally played. Many ethnic musics such as Javanese
Garnelan have tunings very different from l2ET, and using
the tuning from that culture increases the realism of using
samples of their instruments. This article and others fol-
lowing it will show you how to explore these new tunings
on your Ensoniq instruments.

Pitch Tables -
In a synthesizer or sampler, each incoming MIDI key num-
ber is associated with a pitch. One feature of tuning on En-
soniq synths that is an advantage over other synthesizers
and samplers is that each key can be tuned to the pitch of
any other key and offset independent of the octave of that
key. Many much more expensive instruments only let you
change an offset for all octaves of a particular note, and
then only plus or minus fifty cents from the original pitch.

Pitch information is stored within the ASRIEPS in a pitch
table which contains an entry for each of the 88 MIDI keys
recognized by the sampler. There are two built-in pitch
tables. One is called “Standard” and is the standard l2ET
tuning. The other is called “No Pitch" and makes all keys
play the pitch normally played at C4, or middle C.



Each note entry in a pitch table consists of two parts — the
base pitch, which is expressed as a root key, and a positive
offset from that pitch. To tune a note down from the
original pitch, use the next lowest root key and add an of-
fset up. For instance, to program the A4 key to play 40
cents flat, specify a pitch key of Ga‘ with a positive offset
of 60 cents. Just Intonation tuning systems require very
fine tuning accuracy, because of the goal of heat-free inter-
vals. The better tho tuning accuracy of a synthesizer or
sampler, the better you can create just ratios at any fre-
quency. Tho tuning resolution of tl1e ASR and EPS is dif-
ferent depending on whether you’re looking at the tuning
display or hearing it. Tho display has a resolution of one
cent. Tho internal resolution maps this to 12? stops per
semitone, so sometimes if you increment cents and miss a
stop, you can decrement back down to tho one you want!
This resolution is cut down to 54 stops per semitone during
playback. This adds up to 768 stops per octave, which is
typical of MIDI synthesizers. Because of tho nature of
pitch interpolation on the oscillator chip inside the ASR
and EPS, tuning accuracy doubles with each octave trans-
posed up and halves with each octave transposed down.

Tuning can affect which sample is played in a multi-
sample layer. The pitch part of the tuning table note entry
determines which sample is played. For example, if you
had a particular sample that was programmed to play from
C3 to G3, and the A3 key was programmed to play at A2
with an offset of 14 cents, then the sample programmed to
play at A2 would play tuned 14 cents sharp when you
pressed the A3 key (whewl). Many of the drum kits on the
ASR disks use this to change the key mapping of different
drum sounds without haying to switch to a different instru-
ment. One example of this is the AS-6 Drum Kits — the
user can switch from the Ensoniq drum map to the General
MIDI drum map by simply pressing the patch select but-
tons. How to do this with your own tunings is explained
later in this article.

Layers
Pitch tables are selected from within a layer. There can be
up to eight pitch tables in an instrument. Each of the poss-
ible eight layers in that instrument can use any of that in-
strument's eight pitch tables. With eight instruments in
memory, each with eight pitch tables, the ASRIEPS can
store to 64 different user-defined tunings. Since each layer
can play simultaneously, you could play more than one
tuning at once, or create one-note chords by assigning each
layer's pitch assignment at that note to the different pitches
of that chord.

Selecting the pitch table for the current layer is done by

pressing the Edit button, selecting the current layer with
the upfdown arrow buttons, and pressing Layer to edit the
layer. Scroll through the editing options until tl1e display
reads “Pitch Tbl = " and then choose one of the available
pitch tables with the up-down arrows. This will he the
table which is edited with the pitch table commands
described below, If there are no pitch tables yet the display
will toggle between Standard and No Pitch.

Editing Pitch Tables
Editing a pitch table is fairly simple. Select the pitch table
using the Edit Layer page. Now press the Command and
Pitch buttons. Scroll through the options until you see Edit
Pitch Table and press Enter, You may be asked if you want
to create a pitch table if none already exists. The display
will show the MIDI key with its pitch and offset. The pitch
will initially he set to the same as the MIDI key and an of-
fset of U cents. You can scroll over to the pitch and offset
fields using the right arrow buttons, and change the pitch
and offset using the data entry slider or up and down arrow
buttons. If the cursor is on the leftmost MIDI key field,
playing a note with the keyboard will select the note and
offset for that note.

For instance, suppose we want to enter in a “quarter-tone"
scale, that is a scale with 24 steps per octave or an extra
step between semitones. The C4 key would stay the way it
is, but the C#4 key, which reads as "C4+," would be set to
C4 and 50 cents on the right two fields of the pitch editor
display. D4 would be set to C4+ and 0 cents, D4+ would
be set to C4+ and 50 cents, and so on until C6 which is set
to C5 and U cents. This has the effect of stretching the
notes of an octave over the space on the keyboard of two
octaves.

Most tunings will repeat after an octave. This means of
course that after an octave, the next note up is the same as
the first note of the scale, transposed up an octave and so
on. The Extrapolate Pitch Table command lets you define
just one octave of a tuning, and then repeat that same
tuning with the correct octave shifting over the entire key-
board, saving a lot of editing. The command takes two
arguments, the lower and upper key. For instance, to ex-
trapolate the quarter-tone tuning we just entered, set the
range of the command to C4 and C6 and press Enter. This
tuning will now repeat after every two of t.he 12ET ec-
taves.

Since the tuning tables are contained in an individual in-
strument, if you have a number of instruments in memory
you probably want them all to have the same tuning. The
Copy Pitch Table command makes this easy by letting you



copy a tuning from one instrument into another. The
source tuning is assumed to be the one you're editing, and
the destination instrument is specified once you enter the
command by pressing one of the instrument buttons.

Changing Pitch Tables

Sometimes you’ll have a number of different tunings
stored in an instrument and want to switch between tunings
during a piece. The Patch Select buttons can be used to
enable and disable layers, and this is the easiest method for
changing tunings during a piece.

To do this, copy the current layer by pressing Command
Layer and scrolling over to the Copy Layer command.
Select the new layer with the up- and down-arrow buttons
after pressing the Edit button. Change the new layer‘s
tuning with Edit Layer, and then press Edit Instrument.
You will now see a display of the layers which are enabled
and disabled by the patch select buttons. Pressing the patch
select buttons will change which layers are enabled and
disabled — the numbers of the enabled layers are dis-
played, all others are marked with a dash (-11. Enable the
first layer with the first tuning on one setting of the select
buttons and disable the second, then do the opposite for a
different setting of the select buttons. Remember that if
you enable both layers you‘ll get both tunings at once!
There are other methods of changing parameters via Sys-
tem Exclusive, but for various reasons these messages
can’t be used to switch between tunings.

Computer Editors
Just as there are sample editors available to make creating
new samples easier, so there are computer editing pro-
grams for tuning. .HCalc for the Macintosh is a Hypercard
stack created by Robert Rich and Carter Scholx that lets
you enter in Just Intonation tunings, which are tunings
based on ratios of integers, and send them over MIDI to
various synths and samplers, including the ASRIEPS. The
program is shareware and can be obtained via anonymous
FTP from ella.mills.edu in iccmituningisoftwarehnac. If
anybody out there knows of a PC or Windows based editor
that supports the ASR and EPS, please pass this info on via
the Hacker web page.

Resources
This article has been a basic introduction to tuning on the
ASRIEPS. Thanks to Bill Mauchly and Bill McCutcheon
for ASR information and comments. The subject of tuning
itself is very deep and beyond the scope of this article, but
here are some places to start:

Scott Wilkinson is the technical editor for Electronic
Musician magazine, and he frequently writes about tuning
in EM articles. He has written a book called "Tuning In,"
which contains information on tunings, many of which can
be keyed in to the ASR.

Tuning In — Microtonality in Electronic Music
by Scott R. Wilkinson, 1988
Hal Leonard Books
8112 W.Bluemound Rd., Milwaukee, WI 53213

Gary Morrison runs an organization called the Jt'enhar-
inonic Alliance. This organisation serves to connect
musicians interested in the subject of tuning. Gary also
sells the EPS Xenharrnonic Scales Dish, an ASR or EPS
disk of tunings that you can copy to your own instruments
without having to enter them yourself. The disk comes
with a description of each tuning. It‘s sold at cost for $10.
To contact Gary, write or call him at:

Xenharmonic Alliance, c/o Gary Morrison
13036 Staton Drive, Austin, Texas 'l'8'l2?
(512) 832-0133

The Just intonation Network is another organization which
links tuning enthusiasts. It publishes a newsletter called
lil, sells tapes and CDs of music composed using -lust In-
tonation and other alternative tunings. David Doty, one of
the JI Networks’s founders, has written a comprehensive
Just Intonation primer which can be purchased through the
JI Network. You can contact the II Network at:

535 Stevenson Street, San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 364-3123
http 1;’!www.dnai.ccmi-jinetwk

The Tuning Mailing List on the intemet serves as another
link. for many tuners including the author. To join up, send
email to listproc@eartha.mills.edu with "subscribe TUN-
ING" as the message. -

Bio: Steve Curtin is a soft-
ware engineer and tuning
evangelist at Ensonio. in
addition to product R&D,
he tinlcers with his collec-
tion of horns-built guitars
and electronics, and occa-
sionally finds the tirne to
rnahe organized {and dis-
organized) sound using
this stuff.



Fun Wilh Filters
or Cool, Clear Wcth-Wqh

An effect pedal became available back in the Sixties that
enabled guitarists to vary the treble-bass in their signal.
The Cry Baby Wali-Wal1 pedal sounded (sort of) like an
iofant’s wail or a cat's meow, depending on who was
putthig the pedal to the medal.

Several Ensoniq keyboards, such as the KS-32, are cap-
able of simulating this effect with a little filter and mod-
pedal progranuning. No, your KS-32 won’t sound exactly
like vintage Telecaster run through a Cry Baby, but it
will put out some cool, clear wah-wah, so to speak.

 I g

Dan Rohde

Pedal is pressed, both cutoff frequencies rise together
until they reach 12?. When both filters are wide open, the
signal’s volume is also increased, which might require a
negative Pedal value at Output’s Modscurce to compen-
Sflhi

A similar result comes from the pattern in Figure 2. The
difference is that here Filter 2 is set to either 1 I-Ii or 2
Hi. When set to Hi pass, a 0 value for Filter 2 allows all
frequencies through. Since we have disabled Filter 2’s
lvlodsource, its value remains constant as Filter 1‘s cutoff

rises. Note that Figure 2 also shows a the
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Since we’re talking filters, let’s remember that the KS’s
digital filters can only attenuate frequency ranges of a
signal in certain ways, a little like curtains on a window
can only keep out the light, not make the light source
brighter. However, the limitations of this two-filter-
per-voice system lie mostly in the programrner’s under-
standing and creativity. In other words, they work as well
as you can make them work. Though each
Voice’s pair of filters also come equipped -

1  i variation of Fl=3Lo and F2=lHi, producing
a 3 pole slope that allows a few more higher
frequencies to pass than the Fl=2Lo and
F2=2Hi setting.

To produce an increase in higher frequen-
cies, we can use the pattem in Figure 3,
which is identical to Figure 1 except that
we ’ve disabled Filter 2's Modsource from
Filter 1 (FClMod- FC2=0ff). When the
Pedal is not raising Filter l’s cutoff, the Fil-
ters combine to form a straight 4 pole slope.

However, as the Pedal moves Filter l’s cutoff frequency
upward, Filter 2’s cutoff remains constant, resulting in a
variable slope with an “elbow.” Above the elbow is a 2
pole slope; below the elbow — at a point directly below
the variable cutoff frequency — the second 2 poles are
added, producing a 4 pole slope.

\

with Envelope 2 and Keyboard Tracking as
hardwired Modsources, we will only be
using the Pedal Modsource=+99. So keep
Env2=00 and PC] and FC2 KBD=+50.

F1=2Lo
F2=2Hi

The first pattern we‘ll discuss is shown in
Figurel. Here we assign both Filters 1 and
2 to Lo pass, combines results in a steep 4
pole slope downward to the right from the
25 cutoff assigned to both filters. When the
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If you want more high frequencies than
Figure 3 but fewer than Figures 1 and 2, you
can set Filter 2’s slope to a gentler 1 pole.
This configuration, as shown in Figure 4,
works the same as Figure 3. When Filter l‘s
3 pole is added to Filter 2’s 1 pole, they add
up to a 4 pole slope beneath the elbow.

The last of the three patterns we'll look at is
called a "bandpass," since it allows a certain
range (band) of frequencies to go through

| FIGURE

Figure 6. The difference here is that Filter
is assigned a steeper 3 pole slope, while Fil-
ter 2 is reduced to a 1 pole. At its upper
range of modulation, this l pole Hi slope
would allow more of the signal to pass than
Figure 5, resulting also in a stronger bass
tone. _

To create a narrower bandpass that allowed
less signal through, you could both lower
Filter l’s cutoff and raise Filter 2’s cutoff,
which, as Figure 'i' shows, would eventually
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(pass) the filters. Figure 5 illustrates a bandpass with a create a smaller triangle bandpass whose peak would no
range of 25 at the top of the spectrtun. Since its Hi and longer touch the top of the frequency spectrtun diagram. I
Lo pass slopes both equal 2, the bandpass allows a large like this last pattern best since it gives the most overall
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amount of signal through, especially as it
moves through its midrange. When the
Pedal is pushed down all the way, Filter 2's
cutoff rises to 127, its slope descending left
and downward. If you wanted to lower this
upper cutoff value to allow more signal
through when the Pedal is all the way
down, you could reduce the Pedal’s Mod-
Arnount to +80.

A variation of this bandpass is shown in

fag I / \
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- 

FIGURE
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127

frequency variation with the least overall
output (loudness) variation.

All of these Filter patterns can work in con-
junction with the Pedal (or other Mod-
source, such as the Wheel if you’re not a
pedal person) to create a wah-wah effect.
Besides guitar, other samples could also
sound good with this effect pedal, such as
mute trumpet, trombone, shakuhachi -
whateyer you can figure out. In any case, I
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hope my filter findings function famously M
for you. -

Figure T

Fl=2Lo
Bio: Dan Rohtie is a part-time musician
and high school teacher who lives in Mus- 2'“
catine, Iowa. He hopes someday to balance
his iciassic-motorcycle-repairperson self
with his romantic ride-the-wind self! He
also hopes to win the Powerball and to see
the end to all conflicts in the world.
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So, You Want to Get
Webberized...
Dig this! You have just finished a great demo and you just
know that your band is going to be the next music wave of
the future. In fact, Keyboard Magazine [1] is going to call
your band the next Nirvana [2] i’ Nine Inch Nails [3]f
Kraftwerk [4]. You are all psyched, and you have 1000
CDs made with colorful inserts just waiting to be sold.
However, you have this little problem... you can't get your
tapeiCD distributed!

So, what is a talent like you to do?! Put an ad in Elect-
ronic Musician? Too expensive! (You spent all your
money on making those CDs.) A half hour infomercial on
TV? Too cheesy. (Besides Ross Perot [5] has already done
it and the response was less than impressive.) A music ad
on the radio‘? Doesn‘t reach your audience well enough.
How about a l-300 number for people to call and sample
your music (and maybe buy some CDs)'l Too risky!

If you have thought of doing all those things to get your
music out, you are not alone. Being the suave business
personimusician that you are, you decided to use technol-
ogy to distribute your music — via the Internet!

And watch your album turn platinum. HAHAHAHAH!

But seriously, there are some real advantages [6] of using
the Intemet as an advertising medium to promote your
music. For one thing, there is a really BIG market for your
music. Since the Internet is an interactive medium, the

Reuben Chew

people cruising into your web-page are probably your tar-
get audience. The web-page also provides some anony-
rnity. Every band —- big and small — is on a marketing
level-playing field. Most important, it is very cheap.

Once you have decided that you want to promote your
music in this medium, the next decision to make is how to
go about doing it. The initial problem is choosing an Inter-
net service that is able to work with you to set up your
web-page, and deal with your specific needs as a
musician. There are many Intemet providers available to
help you set up your web-page. Which of these are more
suitable for setting up a band promotion‘?

There are several options available to you. This article at-
tempts to give you some ideas on what options are avail-
able. their advantages and disadvantages, as well as their
associated costs.

Pay For The Service!

There is a whole industry out there which is willing to
take your money to put yotu band's web-page on the Inter-
net. One of the first companies which did this is IUMA [T]
(Internet Underground Music Archive). This is a great
service for musicians who need net-presence without
spending their time and effort learning the mechanics of
writing a web-page, putting their music samples in digital
formats for downloading, scanning their band pictures,



etc. In short, this is great for people who have some
money to spend for ease and convenience.

However, there are several disadvantages in using com-
mercial services. The cost of putting a web-page up in this
manner could be rather expensive, especially if you intend
to put your web-page up for long periods of time (which is
probably what you want to do). IUMA’s base cost for put-
ting up one song, two pages of text and two pictures is
$240iyear. Most of these web-pages tend to look rather
generic since there really isn't much opportunity to por-
sonalize your web-page.

Use A Specialized Internet Company!
Maybe you have decided (in a moment of madness) that
you want to tackle putting up a web-page on your own
(not unlike the way you try to decipher your patch panel
going into yotu 48-charmel mixer, but that is another
story). Then, you have to decide which Intemet service to
deal with. Internet providers comes in two major varieties
— local Internet service providers (ISPs) and nation-wide
commercial service providers. We will look the latter first.

There are many big, nation-wide conunercial Intemet
companies willing to provide you that service. These com-
panies are rather prominent and they have provided me
with countless free diskettes (which I reformat for my
EPS-16+ [8], and also use them as coasters for my mugs)
— America Ctnline [9], Compuserve [10], Prodigy [11] to
name a few.

These companies typically provide you with more than
just an Internet account. They are also there to provide
you with technical help in writing your web-pages and
getting you started to familiarizing you with using the
power of the Internet. They will provide you with friendly
front-end interface to get your email, web-browser, chat
rooms etc.

Another really good advantage of using these nation-wide
companies is that you do not need to change your email
and web address every time you move to a new city. You
would be stuprised at how often I have changed my email
and web address in the last five years (about four that I
can remember) because I have moved or changed my In-
ternet provider.

Even though these services are useful, and having techni-
cal support is always a plus, they are also very expensive.
Most of these companies charge by the amount of disk-
space you use for your web-page, and the number of hours
you connect to the service. For example, one company

with the initials of AOL [12]] charges $9.95 per month for
the account, and $2.50fhour after the first three hours of
comtecting online. You also get only 2MB for your web-
page, which may be insufficient. .

This on-line connection time should not be confused with
the time your web-page is on-line. Your web-page is al-
ways accessible to others (theoretically). You pay for
when you are going on-line (like when you get your email,
or use the chat-rooms, whatever).

Use An Intemet Service Provider (lSP)!
If you decide that you are technically suave enough
(which many of you are, I suspect), you can take a cheaper
route by using a local Internet service provider. This is the
probably the cheapest way to connect to the Internet and
set up a web-page. My local service provider charges me a
flat fee of $25 per month with unlimited connection time,
with SMB of disk-space free for my web-pages. Also,
depending on who your Internet provider is, there are
probably less people using your Internet provider and
therefore, it is easier to work with the sysopsitechnical
person in the event that something goes wrong.

The obvious problem with using an ISP is that their tech-
nical support for writing web-pages is rather lacking in
general. Also, there is an un-stated assumption that you
know what you are doing once you are cormected. So, you
are pretty much on your own in trying to get your
web-page going once you are on your way. Of course,
ISPs vary widely in cost and service. Some may be more
helpful than others. It really pays to do some groundwork
before signing up for a service. When comparing ISPs,
make sure you ask these questions: Will they provide ser-
vices in helping me set up my web-page? How much do
they charge per month for keeping big files (like song
samples and pictures) on my web-page? How fast is their
computer equipment and network (no one wants to wait
for five minutes to view my web-page)? ls the link reliable
(i.e. is my web-page accessible to others ALL the time)?
Will it cost more if I register a domain name?

Register your domain name!
Another good investment, which I have found interesting
and worthwhile, is to register a domain name for your
bartd. This is only useful if you have a web-page already
available. It really doosn‘t do much to your web-page ex-
cept to give yotu web-page address some legitimacy
(maybe).

For example, I would be more cautious of sending money



for a CD to a web-page with the address of...
http:i';'www.sometmiverity.edu)'usersfjoln1doeihand.htn1l
than to a more professional-looking address of...
http:i'iwww.surrender.com (which incidentally, is my
band's URL).

Other obvious examples are www.transoniq.com, and
www.ensoniq.com. It costs $50,iyr to register your domain
name- at InterNIC. Sometimes, your Internet provider will
also charge you a little more for maintaining the domain
name. This cost vary widely between ISPs (as I have
found out, which made me change my ISP, and email ad-
dress, and web-page address...).

In My Humble Opinion (IMHO)!
I hope this article has shed some light on the different ser-
vices and options available to you for choosing an Internet
vendor. Depending on your expertise, setting up a web-
page can be a rather cheap, effective method of promoting
and distributing your music.

But is this a successful method of distribution? I cannot
find any statistics to quantify that claim. However, from
personal experience, my web-page is averaging several

apt! case

hundred hits a month, which isn‘t bad for $25imonth
worth of advertising. Ipay that for my email anyway!

Endnotes:
1 http:Hwww.mfi.corn;'keyboard;’
2 httpziiwww.ludd.1uth.se;'misch1irvana
3 http:iinothing.nin.nett'
4' httpriiwww.cs.uinu.seftsdffl(RAFTWERKi
5 httpriiwww.brainlink.comi~nota
6 httptiiwww.go2pa.com,iiqti'benefit.httn
T http:iiwww.iuma.com
8 httpziiwww.en.soniq.com,imid;‘music.htin
9 http:h'www.aol.com
10 http:i’t'www.compuserve.com
11 http:,h"www.prodigy.com
12 http:,t,twww.aol.com

There is a htmlieed version of this article which includes
some links where more info is available. The article is on
his homepage at http:h'www.microserve.com,t~reuben. -1

Bio: Reithen is jest o compnter geek who sometimes thinks
that he is o mnsicion, and once in o whiie, thinks that he
con write. He con he reached for comments at renhen@
snrrerai'er.com.

Case: for
Ensoniq an

Now available direct from factory (except in current dealer
areas) our full line of ATA cases Category I and II

Keyboards: EPS, EPS-I6 PLUS, YFX, VFX-sd,
SQ-30, SQ-1, SQ-1+, SQ-2

Module rack eases: 3-space, 4-space, 5-space, 6-space.
(2-space racks available with surface
mount hardware only.)

Mention the (TH) code ma-nber 839 when inquiring to
receive our specioi factory direct pricing.

CALL US AT 1-800-637-£635
3:00 am to 4:30 pm CT, Mon. - Fri.

We accept: COD, Visa, Mastercard, American Express.
Dealer Inquiries ‘Welcome!

1.
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Shown: 4-space rack with EPS-16 PLUS module,
2-space rack, Eagle-I VFX-sci case
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Prog: Stereo Strings By: Jock Currier
Notes: Stereo pan. Play and hold for panning.
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Ti'lE Hack: Just a couple of reminders and ideas for “Stereo
Strings" — if you wish to use Envelope I (as a modulator), you
must turn it on. Furthermore, Envl should employ some time
value > ll. Therefore, the Envl parameter must be tumed on
somewhere in the patch. Try the Pitch page. For lioice 1, let Envl
= -U9 and for Voice 2, let it = +08. Still can't hear the effect of
Envl‘? Look at the Pitch Envelope for both voices — time values
of 00. For both voices, raise the Attack value to 16. Now, as the
sound passes through the envelope you can hear a slight bend or
change in pitch as the key is struck.

This patch is really over-the-top. Levels between the two voices
seem almost self-defeating. The filter sounds thin and brassy,
while the Amp Envelope for liloice 2 seems to go on forever. Per-
haps this long envelope would be okay if the filter for lfoice 2
could be... er, toned down a bit. For ‘iioice 2, this is easily done
by bringing FCl's Cutoff to 58 and Env2 value to -44. Thus,
some of the edginess disappears and the voice becomes just a bit
more docile. Also, for ‘iioice 1 giire the bottom and top ends some
balance along the keyboard. Give FC1 Keyboard a value of -35.

Those who don't like the way the Voice 2 envelopes "develop"
should try one of the default envelopes like Basic Pad.

itoice 1 seems to crash in on ‘Voice 2. True, “Stereo Strings“
seems to have been born to be dramatic. He that as it may, I think
it may be more useful to have the voices complement each other.
In addition, use some modulation at the output. For Yoice 2 use
lvlod=Noise, Amt=-33. Voice 1 uses Noisei, Amt=+4il. (Listen
for the sing-song quality in Voice 1.) Then the volume of Voice 1
should be adjusted to between iii] and 90. Voice 2's Yolume can
now be set to 50. '

A patch such as this can also benefit from an abundance of effect.
Hall Reverb doesn't seem like enough. lust for kicks, try using
Flanger + Reverb2. Give the Flange lots of Depth and Feedback
and make sure to set it way off center.

Bio: Jefirey Rhoeds still believes in magic and tongs for city
lights.

Heciterpetch is intended to be a place where patch vendors can show their wares and musicians can share their goodies and impress their
friends. Dnce something's published here, it‘s free for all. Please donit submit patches that you know to be minor tweaks of copyrighted
commercial patches unless you have permission from the copyright owner. All submitted patches are subject to consideration for mutilation
and comments by Sam Mime and Jeffrey Rhoads - our resident patch analysts. If you send in a patch, please include your phone number.
Requests for particular patches are also very welcome.



Bjorn A. Lynne, Jim Grote
ivlofik durj, Kevin Crofts, Jim Newton, Alicins, The Horilond Gospel Quartet

Tape: Untitled — Various Material.
Artist: Hjom A. Lynne.
Contact info: Dons Design, Scltleppegrelisgt. ll}, G556 Uslo, Norway;
Phone +4’?-22-352'iBl.
Equipment: Ensoniq SQ-R+, Kawai Kl-R [1, Roland Juno-2, Art
Proverb, Amiga 500, Boss EX-3 mixer, Technics Sill’-DA ll} DAT.

Bjorn is a freelance musician composing music and jing-
les, designing soundscapes and sound effects for computer
and arcade games, and more recently has been writing
material for short amateur movies, commercials and pre-
sentations. He describes his music as a “hybrid between
Prog-rock and New Age." Let’s look at a few tracks:

Communion: Inspired by the book of the same title, this is
a slow-building, very tasteful techno rock soundtrack
(over 9 minutes) featuring some really nice synth soloing.
Starts out sounding a bit like John GreenIand‘s Soft Robot,
but builds to a full-tilt, Yanni-like new age piece, but with
better soloing than Yanni.

Kasei Vaiiis: Sound track for a futuristic, sinister com-
puter game. Dark, with Emerson-esque lead lines.
Entrancing percussion track, tribal feel.

Head Held High: Opening sounds like the Styx river
steaming over a chasm into hell. Written for a theater
production based on I-luxley‘s Brave New World. A solid
new age piece (oxymoron unintended).

A New Age: Andreas Voilenweider-inspired classic new
age, with a beat.

There is a consistency of style and voicings throughout
Bjorn‘s work. Although this is a compilation of various
projects by Bjorn, anyone who likes new age instrumental
synth music would like this tape. A very professionally
produced, clean, organic mix without anomalies. All parts
blend together seamlessly.

Lesson: Bjorn's music shows that all-synth production can
breathe with life and fluid movement. Bjorn mentions in
his letter that he is “interested in job offers from all over
the world." With this demo, he is more than likely to score

some big ones. Best of luck!

Tap-e: The Jim Grote Collection.
Artist: Jim Grote.
Contact Info: Till Frances Ave, Cincinnati, DH 45211.
Equipment: Ensoniq FFX-sd, Yamaha TG-55, Korg l}3Rt'W, Roland R-S,
a couple of guitars, Digitech ll-SF-256, Tascam 433 E-track.

Seems like Jim Grote is a collector: everything he does is
called “The Jim Grote Collection“ — his SD patches ad-
vertised in the Hacker, his self-produced tape...but the title
fits: this is a collection of instrumental songs Jim has writ-
ten. It isn‘t clear if he produces his music for purely per-
sonal enjoyment (although his enjoyment clearly comes
through in his energy), or if he has a wider agenda. At any
rate, this is classic, unashamedly ELP-inspired prog-rock
featuring balls-to-the-walls guitar, kickin‘ (real!) bass, real
baby grand piano, and the ever-present fanfare-ish synth
driving the show, all performed by Jim “live” to sequencer
or tape, with no quantization and minimal editing. A quick
tour:

What I Think— This reminds me of lvlister Mister without
vocals. Wonderful dive-bomb guitar effects, very tasteful-
ly used to create an exciting ambiance. The reverb is a lit-
tle wet for my tastes, but it lends to a more live, concert
hall feel.

Acoustic Thing — Very nice, energetic acoustic guitar
chops. Reminds me of some of the Narada or Windham
Hill guitar collections. _

Video Resonance — This is a very short piece -composed
for a video: Jimi Hendrix feedback meets ambient new
age. A guitarist‘s wish-fulfillment: to go craay on top of
ethereal synth pads.

Polymorphism — As Jim notes, this track is noticeably
ELP-influenced, but more like the Emerson, Lake and
Powell album. Great polyrhythmic piano chops on a real
baby grand. The middle section, dreamily sinister, is
reminiscent of Karn Evil 9's Second Impression.

Thanatos -—- Jim's “favorite ethereal piece, a very dark
study of the sounds and passions of life and death." A tall



order, but it does capture some transcendent moods.

Seven Eight — As the title implies, this is in TIE time.
Another ELP-ish tune, but the ballsy bass and guitar sound
more like Yes.

And God Spoke — Jim says, “I love to play guitar har-
monics with tons of echo.“ A truer word was never
spoken! This is the most tasteful use of free-forrn guitar
I’ve heard in ages. If Hendrix did an update of the middle
section of “I983 A Merman I Should Turn To Be," it
would sound like this.

The Basement Slime: Live at Virtual Hall -— Loads of ftml
Jim’s sampled cheering arena crowd really adds live ener-
gy to this plank-spankin’ garage rocker guitar fest.

it would be nice to know how Jim miked the piano, and
how he recorded his bass and guitars. All are excellently
recorded, showcasing the character of his instruments
without any recording artifacts; in other words,
transparent. The Jim Grote collection of lessons: (1) Don’t
quantize if you don‘: have to. There is a very human feel
to this tape that captures tons of personality and energy.
(2) Call everything you produce “The Jim Grote Collec-
tion“ so when people order it, you can send them tapes,
CD‘s, synth patches, souvenir teaspoons...

Short Takes

 

Tape: sum durj [c] was, 1993.
Artist: Ivlafik durj {Ben Ruth, lvlark Setlik, David Varga}.
Contact Info: Stuyvesant Station, P.D. Box 2435, New York, NY ltltllflli.
Equipment: Ensoniq EPS, EPS 16+, SQ-1

Mafik = “exuberant celebration." Durj = “grievous Ia-
ment." Thus the name of this threesome is explained oxy-
moronically, a reference more to the manic-depressive
history of the band than to its music. This four-song tape
is an excellent demo of classy, up-tempo danceable" music
with wonderful vocals that sound like a cross between Eric
Clapton and an in-tune Greg Lake (yet another oxy-
moronl). Lyrics are deep, dark, poetic and contemplative.
In all, an excellent blend of top-notch production and
well-honed composition chops.

 

Tape: The Fundamental: Elements of a Lifetime (c) 1993.
Artist: Kevin Crafts.
Contact Info: 25'J5 Tamers Way, Colorado Springs, CD E0919, phone
(J19) 522-115 S3.
Equipment: Ensoniq FFX, Kawai K3, Boss SE51], lvlac llfx with Dpcode
Music Shop.

The styles on l(evin’s self-produced tape range from
up-tempo dance-groove semi-trance to moody slow ballad
to another ambient Hendrix "I983" redux using Traits-
waves. For the woodshed: repetitive arrangements don't
take the listener anywhere, staying in the same groove
without relief, but not sufficiently penetrating even to in-
duce a nice trance. The vocals are decidedly off-pitch
where it really counts, and the tape suffers from inconsis-
tent level and EQ mixing: the percussion tracks slam on
some tracks, drowning out the muffled vocals. Du the
positive side, Kevin uses some really nice synth sounds to
set some wonderful moods, and in spite of pitch problems,
his voice is very pleasant, soimding like Kurt Valaquen of
Information Society.

 

Tape: Canciones del Corason.
Artist: Jim Newton.
Contact Info: Nightwiud Sound, ITO lvlar lvlonte Ave, La Selva, CA
users.
Equipment: Jim lists many different, ostensibly acoustic instruments, but
most are apparently sampled or synthesized versions of the listed instru-
ments.

L_ B i

Jim was a contributor to the Hacker Compilation Project,
so it is with pleasant nostalgia that I listened to his Can-
ciones del Corazon. These songs are very personal, lyri-
cally focused, with Peter Gabriel-esque vocals weaving
emotional messages. Jim states that this is a “departure
from his previous work," but my memory of his earlier
work is that of a sensitive human using the canvas of
music to portray the angst of the human condition. A num-
ber of styles are represented here, from experimental
tracks featuring samples of different peopIe‘s phone
answering machine messages, to robot-layered pseudo rap,
to hispanic flavored heartbreak songs. Jim’s strongest
songs are those with a definite focus, where rather than
using every imaginable Ensoniq sound, the style is nar-
rowed to hispanically-influenced composition. The
production and engineering are rough around the edges,
but one lesson gleaned from Jim's project is that
heart--corazon--covers a multitude of engineering sins.

 ,

Tape: A Couple of Minutes (p)lEi93.
Artist: Aliens.
Contact Info: Ken Picha, 2224 S. dist Ave, Cicero, Ill. tilltifill, phone
Tllll-652-0436.
Equipment: Ensoniq EPS 15+ with Waveboy, Korg T3, Roland D50,
Roland GR50, Digitech GSPZI, dbx 563K, J.L. Cooper lviSB+, Alesis
ADAT, Tascam M-203, lviackie Cliltill-i, Cakewalk 4.0, various basses
and guitars.

— - —' |__

True to their name, Alians presents 12 tracks of haunting



eaperimentalisci-fi sotmdscapes on their tape “A Couple
of Minutes.” This ingenious music creates a dark mood
overall, crossing over the line to Orwellian nightmare
scenes and morphing into children‘s bad-dream sound-
scapes from a hatmted nursery. Wonderful real bass and
guitars embellish other-worldly synth tracks and Magical
Mystery Tour keyboard comping.

Tape: Child of the Lord {c} 1993.
Artist: The Hartland Gospel Quartet.
Contact Info: P.U. Butt 302, Hartland, lvtil 43353, phone 313-22'?-3923.
Equipment: Ensoniq SD-1, Tascam 533, Ensoniq DP-4, bass and guitars,
mined to Tascam l[l3 cassette.

.' '.'_‘H ' l._ I

This folksy gospel quartet presents a Christmas collection
of original songs mi:-ted with traditional holiday tunes. I
imagine this tape finding a home with the quartet’s lis-
teners who might want a keepsake to document a
down-home evening church concert. ‘What this project
lacks in polish, it makes up for in its simple charm and
sincerity of purpose. Cassette is available for $10. -

{TH — For the next several months, Hacker Basement
Tapes is going to be in “catch-up mode." We’ve divided
the column into two sections.‘ A main review section, in
which we’li try to have at least a couple reviews per

month. A “Short Takes“ section. This will just be a few
sentences on some of the submissions that have been
piling up the longest. ifyour music fails into this category,
and _vou’d like to have a more thorough going-over, please
feet free to re-submit.)

Tapes Recently Received

Untitled— Allegra Music (John Bolles)
On the High Road — Pangaea World Orchestra {Duane

Pryharger)
Freedom Drive — Bin Beitelman

If you want your tape rtm through the wringer, err, Hack-
er, just mail it off to: Basement Tapes, Transoniq Hacker,
1402 SW Upland Dr., Portland OR 9?22l.

Bio: Steve Vincent produces
demos and CDs at his home-
based Portent Mttsic, and can
be reached via email at

... vincents@harbornet.com
or at his website at
http.‘tiwww.hs,oace.comivincent.
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p iZCt 1- ewbie’s Corner
fine of our most common requests front new suhscaihcrrs (new owners} is for more basic tutorial infonnatrion. Welve all been there. Unfortunately, the
Hitcher is usually “there” when a new instrument firstmaltes its appearance -—- and then we move on. Wltile back issues can answer many questions, not
all are still available and they do represent an additional expense for the new reader. Hence, “Hacker Reinitiaiisation” —- yup, old goods in a new
ways. We feel a little funny about fire whole reprint thing --- so we're going to keep it small. Clark's series on the SQs is the most requested, least
available, and the mostgeuerafly applicable (K$s dc K'i's inpalticular -—- mid he's checking ‘em for freshness), so here we go...
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More Envelope and Filter Fun
with the SQ's

Clark Salisbury

Welcome hack. This time out, we'll he continuing with the last in-
stal1ment's discussion of filters and envelopes.

As we have seen, the filter is used primarily to shape the harmonic
content of the voice(s) used to make up an SQ sound. There are
two basic filter types in the SQ synthesizers, low-pass and
high-pass. In addition, these can be combined to create a third fil-
ter type, band-pass. Let’s take a look at some applications.

First, we‘ll need to select a sound. Let's try ROM sound D4,
“Today‘s Eirgan.”

The first thing to do is change the effects processing to something

a bit more generic than the “Rotary Spl-tr+Verb” setting used in
this patch. This is accomplished easily enough — simply hit the
“Edit” button, then hit the “Effects” button. The display should be
showing “RUTURY SPl{R+VERB.” If it's not, simply hit the “ll”
button. You can select among the preset effects by making sure
that the effect type {in this case, “RUTURY SPKR+‘v'ERB“_‘.- is
selected (flashing), and then using the data slider or upidown hut-
tons to scroll through the preset effects. For now, let's use the
“Wann Charnher" effect — in its default state, it adds very little
coloration to the sound, and we can always change it later.

Nest, a little quick analysis of the current sound. First we'll wa.t1t
to find out how many voices are used in the sotmd, and what wave
is assigned to each voice.

Move to the “Selectlv'OICE" page {press “Wave” and “ll”). You'll
see that all three voices are being used to create this sound.'To get
an idea of what each voice is doing, you can “solo” each of the
voices; that is, you can listen to any one voice by itself (the other
voices are muted} by setting its status to “SOLD.” Select the voice



you want to solo and press the up button (or move the data slider
up). Soloirtg each of the three voices reveals that each is tuned to a
different pitch — voice two is tuned a couple of octaves above
voice one, and voice three is another fifth above that.

Selecting a voice and then pressing the "1" button takes you to the
"Wave" page — here we can check out which waves are assigned
to each voice. We fmd that voice one uses the "ORGAN vanta-
TIDN2" wave, and that voices two and three both use the "SIl"~lE"
wave. If you'll recall, at the beginning of this series we did a little
ertp-eriment adding sine waves together to create an organ-like
sound. Well, a very similar process is being used here -—- although
the program uses a sampled organ wave as its basis, the sine waves
have been added at higher octaves to add punch and brighten up
the sound.

At any rate, what we're after is a two-voice sound, with both
voices playing the same wave, and in the same octave. We could
set the relevant parameters for each voice separately, but there's a
handy shortcut we can use instead — and I'm all for handy
shortcuts.

First, head back to the “SelectVOICE" page and tum voice three
"OFF." Now set the "SelectVDICE:" parameter to "ALL" (as op-
posed to "DNE"). New any changes we make will affect all active
voices (in this case voices one and two), rather than just the
selected voice. Set both voices to the "Square" wave. To do this,
press the "1" button, and select the wave class (it should be read-
ing "Waveform." Now use the data slider — not the upidown but-
tons -- to change this to any other waveclass, and then back to the
"Waveform" waveclass.

There's a reason that we're doing this in this particular way. When
a group of voices are edited at together, moving the data slider will
set the current parameter to the same value for all active voices
before affecting any change. In other words, whatever parameter
you edit in this fashion will end up set to the same value for all
voices. If you're editing the ocatve of a group of voices that are in-
itially all in different octaves, they'll end up all set to the same oc-
tave — whichever octave you've selected.

If, however, you use the cursor buttons to change values, the value
set for each voice will be incremented the same arnotmt, relative to
its starting point. So if you start with three voices tuned to three
different octaves, then press the up button once, each of the three
voices will rise in pitch one octave. The voices will still have the
same relationship to each other, octave-wise, but the overall sound
will be an octave higher.

So; by selecting a parameter, using the data slider to change it to
something, then using the data slider to change it back to its
original setting, we've guaranteed that all voices will be set to the
same thing — in this case, the "Waveform" wave class. Using this
same technique, select the waveform ("Organ llariation 1" should
be showing) and set it to "Square" — we can now be relatively as-
sured that both voices one and two are using the "Square" wave.

Neat, we want to make sure that the two voices are at equal
volumes. Hit the "Dutput" and then the "U" buttons. Use the data
slider to set "Vol" to "90," and use the data slider to set "Boost" to

"fin," then to "Diff" again (this is done to guarantee that both
voices have the "Boost" parameter turned off]. New scroll to the
numeric pararneter associated with “Mod=" — it should probably
be showing "-Hill." We can make sure that this is set to "-Hill)" for
all current voices by selecting it, then pressing both the up and
down arrow buttons at the same time {this shortcut -—- pressing
both the up and down buttons simultaneously — can be used to set
any value in the SQ to a default setting, usually ll}.

Netti; we'll make sure that we're using the same "Amp" envelope
for all voices. Hit the "Amp" button, then the "3" button. This will
bring us to the default envelope page.

To recall a default envelope, hit “Enter” and scroll to the envelope
you wish to select. For now, let's use the "BASIC PAD" envelope
-—- scroll until you see it in the display, and hit "Enter" again, and
we're set. Now let's add just a touch of spice by de-tuning the two
voices.

Since we want to vary the tuning slightly for each of the two
voices, we'll need to head back to the "Se1ect‘V{}lCE" page and
take the current sound out of “All” mode. Hit "Wave" and change
the "Selectlr'ClICE" parameter from "All" to "One." Now scroll to
select voice one (it should be flashing).

Hit "Pitch" and then "U." Select the "Fine=" parameter {fine
tuning}, and set it to “+il3" — this will have the effect of tuning
voice one slightly sharp.

Now move back to page "0" of the "Wave" menu and select voice
two [it should begin flashing). Once again, move to page "ll" of
the "Pitch" menu, but this time set the "Fine=" parameter to “-D3."
This, as you might imagine, will have the effect of tuning voice
two slightly flat. Using two similar voices in tandem, but slightly
de-tuned, is a common programming technique often used to thick-
en a sound — particularly when the sound is based on the rather
more static-sounding synthesizer waves.

Let's retunr to the "Waves" menu, and set the "Select'il'DICE"
stanls once again to "All." We want to globally edit the nest few
parameters.

Press "Filter" and then “fl.” Use the data slider to select "2Lo-
Passi2HiPass" for the filters -—- this is the filter mode we'll be
working with for now. Hit the "1" button to move to the neat page
of the filter menu. Select the “FC1=" parameter, and set it to its
midpoint, "D64." Select "Envelope2=" and set it to "+ll'[l," its mid-
point. The display should be showing:

FCI Cutoff = U64
Envelope2=+lll]

You'll note that the sound mellows out quite a bit -—- filter 1 is cur-
rently functioning as a low-pass filter and we've brought its cutoff
point down quite a hit, filtering out a lot of the upper harmonics.

Press "2" to move to the neat page of the filter menu. Using the
technique of pressing both the up and down buttons simultaneous-
ly, set both the “FC1 l{eyhoard=" and the “lvlod=" numeric values
to "+ll[l." I-lit the "3" button to move to the neat page and use the



data slider to set "FC2 Cutoff=" to "009." The sound should get
subtly thieker — remember, filter 2 is set to high-pass operation.
Hit the "4" button to move to the neat page of the filter menu, and
set "FC2 Keyboard" to "+99" and set the "FCI Mod-‘J-FC2"
parameter to "OFF." {Don't sweat it if you're not sure what eaeh
of these parameters does — we'll eover them all soon enough.)

Hit the "Envelope2" button, and you should be at the default en-
velopes page. If not, hit "4." Press "Enter," seroll until you see
"RAMP UP" in the display, then hit "Enter" again. This will seleet
a default envelope that starts at U (minimum), and gradually moves
to 99 {maximum} for envelope 2, whieh is the envelope normally
assoeiated with the filter.

Now head baek to the "Filter" menu, page 1, and seleet "En-
velope2= +130." Change this value to "+99," and listen to the
results. This is what's eommonly referred to as a "filter sweep" —
the eutoff point of filterl is being "swept" upward, under the eon-
trol of envelope2. And as envelope2 moves to greater values, the
sound brightens up.

We ean also sweep the filter the other direetion — try setting the
value for "Envelope2=" to "-99." Notiee that now the sound gets
darker as you hold a note or ehord. Now set "FC1 Cutoff=" to
"090." notiee that no sound is produeed when you play a note.
With the filter eutoff for filterl set to "DUO," and filterl in low-
pass mode, all the frequeneies in the sound are being filtered out.
And even though envelopei is set to sweep the filter downward,
the filter's already set as low as it ean go, so envelope2 has no
detectable effeet on the sound.

Now set "Envelope2=" to "+99," but leave "FCI Cutoff=" set to
"I100." You will now have the upward filter sweep effeet baek, but
this time the sound starts from silenee, and takes a longer time to
build.

Aetually, the envelope sweep is oeeurring at the same rate as
before, but instead of starting with the filter half-way open al-
ready, (as it was when we had its eutoff set to "+tl64"), we're start-
ing with the filter eompletely elosed, so it takes the envelope a
longer time to open the filter.

Now try setting "FCl Cutoff=" to "12'l'," its marirnum value.
Sounds pretty bright and buaay, doesn't it? Notiee again that en-
velopei now has no effeet on the eharaeter of the sound -—- sinee
the filter's already eompletely open, envelopel ean't open it any
further. But if you set the "Envelope2=" amount to "-99," you'll
hear the filter sweep downward.

The point to all this is that when you're using a modulator with the
filter, (in this ease envelope2 is the modulator), you need to be
aware of the filter's initial eutoff setting. If it's set too high, a
modulator may not be able to sweep it mueh higher. Or if the fil-
ter's eutoff point is set too low, you may not be able to modulate it
any further downward.

As you may have guessed, filter2 ean be modulated in the same
way as filterl. Remember, we set filteri up for 2-pole high-pass
operation, so it might be worth eheeking it out, as long as we're on
the subjeet. But first, let's tweak filterl into a more-or-less generie

setting. Set "FCI Cutoff=1lil," and set "Envelope2 = -|-D0." Hit
"2" to move to the neat page of the "Filter" menu. From here, set
"FCI I(eyboard=+5[l" -— this is the keyboard lraeking parameter
that you might remember from earlier diseussions. A setting of
"+513," as you may reeall, eauses filter eutoff to traelt the SQ-1
keyboard. Now hit the "3" button to move to the "FC2 Cutoff"
page.

Looks just like the page we were dealing with a minute ago,
doesn't it‘? And in faet, it is programmed in ertaetly the same way.
The results will be a bit different, though, we're using a high-pass
filter this time.

We ean use the same envelope, envelopei, to run through some eit-
periments with filterl (remember, envelope2 is unehanged from
the "RAMP UP" preset envelope we originally seleeted). First, try
setting "Envelope2=+99" — this will give us an upward filter
sweep. But sinee we're using a high-pass filter now, the effeet will
be that the sound gets thinner as the envelope forees the filter
eutoff higher. Likewise, we ean reverse the effeet by setting "FC2
Cutoff= 121'," and "Envelope2=-99," produeing a sound that starts
out real thin and gets fatter as the envelope drives the eutoff point
of filter2 downward.

You ean ereate some interesting effeets by sweeping both filters at
the same time. For example, we ean set up a pretty eool band-pass
filter sweep by setting the eutoff point for both filterl and filter2
to "U99," and setting envelopel amotmt to "+99" for both filterl
and filter2. Of eourse, you needn't stiek to these eaaet settings —
a number of different effeets ean be aehieved by varying these few
parameters.

Unee you're done playing with filter eutoff points and envelope2
amounts, you might want to eheek out what happens when you use
envelopes other than the simple "RAMP UP" preset we've been
using. A good way to get some broad ideas about what's possible
is to try out some of the other default envelopes for envelopei. For
example, using the settings we've just developed to do band-pass
filter sweeps, hit the "Env 2" button, then the "4" button to return
to the default envelope seleet page. Hit enter, and seroll until you
see "SLOW LPG" -- it's at the very top of the page. Now hit
"Enter" — pretty eool sound, huh? Just for fun, hit the "Effeets"
button, then the "D" button, and seroll to the "PHASER+RE-
’v'ERB" effeet. Want a surprise‘? I-lit the "Compare" button and
play a few notes {this will temporarily restore the origianl pateh).
We seem to have eome quite a distanee from where we started.

Anyway, that's about it for this time out. See ya‘ neat time. Keep
on ehooglin'... —

__.

Bio: Cinric
. Salisbury is sound

.~- designer and tech-
nieinn with Marie &
Soloed Associates, n
rnnsieinn, and a
tseirnieoi writer.



HARDWAHEISUFIWAHE

‘Wanted: I own a TS-19 and I have
diseovered what frustration is. I would like
to purehase a TS-19 video tape (Covert
Videos.) Call me eolleet, Roy: T99-
T45-S916.

WANTED: Digidesign's Sound Designer
software from around 1935. Call Kirk at
(393) 919-6831 or E-mail at PRDTIST
@A9L.CDM.

WANTED: Used Ensoniq EPS DEX-S Unt-
put Expander, EPS SCSI Interfaee, and
EPS 4X Memory Expander. Phone Cheryl
(912) T45-2996 or page 1-S99-624-T243,
PIN#l'i9S9t59 -— list area eode and phone
number.

WANTED: 4111 Memory Expander for
the EPS! Call Mike in Germany (Col-
leet!) at 911-49-9843-2713. Pleeexxx
hurry!

SCSI HARDDRIVE BLOWOUT! 89
Meg Hard Drive now available for just
$199.99! Compatible with SCSI Keyboards
and Computers. Perfeet for the road or
the studio. Call MANCD Audio
Eleetronies Now! (516) 913-9619.

For Sale, A.S.A.P: New eondition Ensoniq
SQ-R+32 raek, with two RUM soundeards,
best offer. Call Tony F at 215-T42-9133, or
E-mail rne at "l92594.l6?@eompu-
serve.eom."

SAMPLESIPATCHESISOUNDS

DinosauRemains — vintage sounds for
EPS-115+. New Mellon'on multi-sample
disks. Two-disk sets of violins, ehoir, brass.
Sets are $19.99 eaoh + $3 sfh. Call for free
broehure. T-"13-491-12513.

If you’re
selling your gear...

Please be sure to pass along how
absolutely vital it is to have a sub-
soription to the Tronsonio Hooker-.
And —- ‘we're always happy to do a ,
sub transfer. No eharge, and it's a
niee extra to help elese the deal. 1

ASR-19 Sounds: Synth Colleetion 1.
Hand-drawn and additive synthesm. Crisp,
metallie to wann, analog sounds. HD, 19
disks -—- only S39 plus $3 s,1"h. Send eer-
tified eheek or money order to: C. Bolton,
19 Third St., Ayer, MA 91432-1344.

CUSTOM ASR-19 MUCUDER SAM-
PLES! Yes, indieate what phrase needed
(up to 12 syllables} and I will ereateisarnple
the robotie voiee. These aren't voeoder
samples, rattler Kraftwerk "rnusie nonstop"
voiees. $l9;’phrase, 5,1'$49 pp. For info
write: Wayne Sehroeder, 513 Seott St.,
Studio L, San Franeiseo, CA 94111‘.

ASR-19 samples of the TS-19. Hi fidelity,
fully programmed. $15 per HD disk, $39 for
all six (315 sounds}. Cheek or M.D. Dr send
SASE for eomplete doeumentation. James
Samp, 99 N. Bell St., Fond du Lae, WI
54935. Phone: (414) 922-433?.

TH's Jaek Tolin presents SYNTH-BITS!
Classie I-IR-16 drums (2 disks; 49 sounds),
M1 synth-textures (5 disks; 59 sounds)
eome in easy to manage samples that turn
your EPS-16+ or ASR-19 into a syn-
thesizer! Star-Tree SF blurbs (2 disks; 29
sounds). Only $3 per disk. SF blurbs for
your PC: $2 per disk, 12 disks available.
Jaek Tolin, 9314 Myrtle Ave., # ISE-, Kan-
sas City, MC! 154132.

Your ultimate souree for synth samples for
your Ensoniq Sampler. _ Moog, Korg,
Uberheim, Yamaha, Sequential! Send
SASE for free eatalog: Tom Shear, S95
Fifth Avenue, Williamsport, PA, l’?'l'9l.

MUSIC

"Resonant Dwarf" forges original eleetro-
aeoustie St eleetronie samples for EPSlo+.
ARP, Korg, Moog, Hohner, Paiste, Roland,
Sequential St assorted sonie surprises.
Catalogue = $1 or free with SASE. $4 per
dise. Andrew Faltonson, "Resonant
Dwarf," 993 NE 59th St. #2, Seattle, WA
93195.

OUT-OF-PFl!NT BACK ISSUES

M.U.G. will provide Out-of-Print issues for
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eost of materials and postage. M.U.G. Hot-
line: 212-455-3439 or write: G-4 Produe-
tions, PD Box tii5Tl-I, Yonkers, NY 19193.
Attn: TH Baek Issues. Phone: (212)
4155 -3439. * * * Folks in the New York City
area ean get eopies of unavailable baelt is-
sues of the Hooker - eall Jordan Seott, 1'19-
993-2499.

FREE CLASSIFIEDS!

Well - within limits. We're offering free
elassified advertising (up to 49 words] for
your sampled sounds or patehes. Additional
words, or ads for other produets or ser-
viees, are $9.251’ word per issue (BDLD
type: $9.45.1"word]. Unless renewed, freebie
ads are removed after 2 issues. While
you're weleome to resell eopyrighted
sounds and programs that you no longer
have any use for, ads for eopies of eopy-
righted material will not be aeeepted. Sorry
- we ean't (we won't!) take ad dietation
over the phone!

C nt E sonlq 0.8..
urmtoewgpnomy
ass 2.asr2.ae
span 2.as.*2.41
ass-1s PLUS 1.a11.ee|=
uasos 2.1:
amass as

I Eso as
Eso-at 1.2
so:-so ta
v1=x ass
vsxso 2.1.*a.ee
st:-1 1.11

. so-1 a2 ass
so-1 PLUS 1.15
so-F1 1.2e

, so-F1 as ass
i so-F1 PLUS 1.1s
. so-2 1.2

SE!-2 32
SD-1
S9-1 32
9F-"1'4
DP.='4+
KS-S2
ASH-19
ASH-B9
KMK-B
HMX-19
T5-1 91" 1 2
KT-YEISB
Soundseape
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4.19.-"4.19
4=.191"4.1‘9
1.15
2.92
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3.53."1.5
3.53.1959
2.99
1.59
3.95
1.92
1.3.93
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till 1-|In_ In 1 in 11!! Inli-J -' "_

foriba Interface may bemt to my of the following addresses:
11.5.‘: hlfl -The Interface, 1492 swtuusa Dr., Portland, CR 91221

mail - Gfinie Network: SIGNIQ, Into-1'uettiutetfaoe@trausoniq.eoan. In many cases a quick answer can be obtained bay posting to our
i_ntsracti1ie.oa-line at our Web file {httptiiwww.tr:ansordq.BtJ1TlI'-lrnsooit}Iinterface.hunl) or calling Ensoniq CS at 919-64'?-39 9.

is-probably one of the-roost opmt fortlrttl in the music industry. Letter writers are asked to please keep the vitriol to a minimum. Readers are
remindedto take everything with a grain of salt. Resident answer-man is Clark Salisbury (CSI1. Letter publication is subject to ace considerations.

"['H_

I am trying to import some sounds from a
Roland S-‘I159 formatted sip cart. I have im-
ported sounds from a CD-RUM many times
with no problem, but when I try to import
fmm the removable drive, the ASR-I9 gives
me a "bad device id" message. I thought I read
somewhere that I would be able to read any
Altai or Roland SCSI device. Is that true‘?
Anyone else tried to do what I am doing?

Thanks,
Brian Albritton
gutrccords@aol.com

[CS — I'm afitaid I have no experience with
this setup. I'm passing your question along to
Ensoniq - hopefully someone there will have
some info.j

{Club Internet — I have done the some thing
with my ASR, but with a 44-Meg removable
cartridge {Dynateh and a S-F79 cartridge of
45 ntegj. It workedql

{Ensoniq - While we have not directly tested
importing from a sip drive we do Itnow that it
responds to SCSI commands somewhat dif-
ferently than other SCSI devices. We could see
where the ASH might have trouble dealing
with it, but have not tested it.

We had successfully tested Syquest removable
media, Bernoulli drives, andfixed hard drives
when developing the Persian 3 import feature.
The Zip is a special case unto itself. We'll
look into it further.J

TH-

After several years of avoiding the issue al-
together, I decided to hook my computer to
my SD-1. No problems except...

When trying to transfer a sequence from the
‘pewter to the SD, the keyboard will not
record. I have followed instntctions to theist-
ter. ALL the parts play fine, but the SD never
leaves MREC pause.

Any help out there‘? ‘Thanks in advance.

Jeffrey P. Fisher - Fisher Creative Group
fishercg@n1cs.com -
http:IIwww.mcs.netI-fishcrcgf

‘ll

."'H'I. . __h-iii. _ -1 L_

ICS - Sounds to me like you've got the SD set
to sync to an external clock, but your com-
puter isn't sending one. Check your computer
sequencer's documentation to see if there
might not be a particular processfor enabling
transmission afMI.DI clocit andiar MIDI real-
time information. It's also possible that your
MIDI interface enters into the equation [some
interfaces can be set to filter out or otherwise
re-direct MIDI clock information). If you're
still having problems, write again and tell me
what hardware and software you're using.J

T]-]..

Hi, first off I'd like to say that I just pur-
chased my ASR-SS and I totally LUVIF. it!!
Awesome!

The question: I want to get a CD-RUM for my
Ensoniq that is called “The Ultimate Piano
Collection." It is designed for an Altai sampler
but I am well aware that the ASR-SS can do
this. However, every one of the samples re-
quires 32 MB of RAM and some ask for 64!!
Since I6 MB is the farthest you can expand to
on the synth, is there ANY way that I could
still load the sounds? Like say, buy a fixed
hard drive for the synth, and load the sound
onto that instead of the RAM‘?

Please help me out here!! Thanx.

Totally Inspired,
Steven Potacxek
potacxek@misslink.nct

{Garth Hjelte - If you are referring to !4*'..D.
Coatleys pianos, he has an Ensoniq version
that hangs around I omeg. I have a copy that I
would like to sell and a cut-rate cost - please
call or e-mail me at Rubber Chicken Soft-
ware: chichenEPS@wiiimar.com_i

{CS — You can't play an instrument back
directly from a hard dish," you'll need to be
able tofit the entire instrument into Iirlll-I. It is
possible to import portions of a sound into
your ASR, though. You can import a portion of
a sound by key range. Once you've partially
imported a sound this way, save it to your
hard drive 1'orfloppies, ifyou're a masocIrist,l,
and import some more of the sound. Cnce
you've imported all of the parts of a sound,
you can listen to each individual piece to see
where you might be able to trim it down. With
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a piano, for example, you may be able to delete
some of the samples, stretching the remaining
ones to fill in the gaps le_ii.,l

Hi.

l. I was wondering if it is possible to make a
CD-RUM from a ASR-19 formatted harddisk
using a PC and a CD writer. Is there anything
that I should be aware of before trying and is it
possible at all?

2. Is the Apple PowcrCD or CD-l 59I399 com-
patible with the ASR-19?

Many thanks, '
Mattias RoosISwcdcn
roos@pub.mil.se

{CS - I. Yes, it's entirely possible. All that's
involved, really, is to create the CD image you
want onto your ASH formatted hard disk first,
then use your CD software to make a device
image of that hard dish.

2. The word is that the Apple PowerCD will
not worI: with your ASH, there are questions
about the CD-I59, and the CD-399 works like
a charm.,1

[Ensoniq - 2} The PowerCIJ is not compatible
with any Ensoniq product. The Apple CD-I59
works fine for loading sounds, but does not
woricfor importing Akai or Roland sounds. The
CD-399 worits finefor all operations.1

TH-

l'd like to ask Ensoniq why they use a non-
commercially available floppy drive in their
products. I believe it's $159 to get it replaced
at a service center, whereas a normal 3.5
DSIDD or HD costs around $39-$49. ls this
hindsight, or is there a design reason involved‘?

Great hltcrfacciweb site!

Garth Hjelte
Rubber Chicken Software Co.
‘Willmar, Mb! 55291 USA

fiinsoniq — Uur designs are based around cer-
tain specific hardware and software codes that
aren't directly compatible or even applicable
to Intel-based PC‘s, hence the need for these



specific drives. This comes from the fact that
we designed our disk systems years ago - we
were the first company to include a 3.5 floppy
in a music product - the ll-iiragel We would
like to get our design more in sync with these
cheaper drives in the future, reducing costs
for all of us.I

TH-

I have printed and read the Hacker article ex-
plaining the olfloading of patches to floppies
(and through MIDI) and am a bit confused
about what is involved to make this work on
the TFK family. I believe two products were
mentioned, EDI»-‘I and EPSDisk. Isn't the
EPSDisk for the EPS family‘? I would really
like to get my hands on a shareware type
utility for the VFX, preferably one that will
allow editing the individual patch informa-
tion. And mainly as a transfer between my pc
and the ‘JFK via a dump to floppy disk.

Second part of this question: would it matter
mty if I was talking about individual patches
or banks of 60 patches? Hopefully I won't
confuse anyone too much. This function is
fairly new to me as I have just started to toy
around with the VFX-SD.

Thanks for any help,
Bob
bdbri.ley@citynet.net

{CS — As Garth Hjelte mentions in "From
Cyberspace to Your Ear" (which, l assume, is
the article you downloaded and printed},
there are several programs — mostly share-
ware and freeware - which can be used to
send and receive sysex messages via your PC.
tilne of these should do the job for you; you
shouldn't need a program designed specifical-
ly for the VFX to be able to transfer sysex
data to and from your instrument. EPSl)tslc
{'as you've surmised) is for the EPS, and won't
do you much good. EDM (Ensoniq Diskette
Manager) is a contmercial program, available
from Giebler Enterprises. it allows you to use
Ensoniq disks on your lliitl-PC corapatible
computer (read, write, format, copy and so
on). You might also want to check into
l.'iiebler's Ensoniq ldlfll Manager software.
This software allows your PC to to send and
receive ldlfll data, and supports the I-‘PX, as
well as the KS-32, SQ-l and 2, and ESQ-l.
You can reach Giebler Enterprises at 2d
Crestview Drive, Phoenixville, PA l§|'dt'ilI';
Phone {dill} 933-D352, Fax 933-D39.

l don't know of any shareware app that'll let
you edit VPX patch data, but that doesn't
mean that one doesn't exist. Perhaps one of
our readers knows of something...I

 

TH-

l am a frustrated AER-1liR user - frustrated
because I have just attempted to format a
fourth Zip drive by lomega, and all I can get
out of it is a File Operation Error message. I
have done some research on compatibility
problems between these two products — ap-
parently some newer Zip drives do not work
very well with the ASH-ID. l have received
two replacement drives and none have
worked, even those produced before the al-
leged “cutoff number" for Zip drives.

Iomega is apologetic, Ensoniq assures me that
the ASR-ll] is not at fault, as the Zip begins
flashing at format time, and almost completes
its cycle before sending an error message to
the AER. I really need to get this SCSI
problem resolved; I am considering trading
the Zip drive for a Bernouilli, which may have
a better success rate with the ASR-ll]. If you
have any suggestions, including any l'v'lac_lIBM
sip trick which may allow me to format a Zip,
it would be very appreciated.

Thank you very much,
Tim Pasch

{CS — its you know, there have been some
problems using Zip drives from lomega with
Ensoniq samplers. lomega has been working
to resolve these difficulties. l grabbed this
recent press release while poking around at
E-'nsonio's Web Site:

Date: ltdl.-’9t‘i
Subject." Audio Video {Alli} format problems
with the Zip drive.
To: ENSGNIQ audio equipment users who
have experienced a problem with their lomega
Zip drives.

lomega Technical Marketing has identified
and resolved a compatibility issue with cer-
tain versions of the Zip drive. This problem is
evident when a FORMAT COMMAND is
issued to the drive without using the lt‘.'JlldEG.-i
drivers. The problem has been resolved and
the correctedtupdated product should be in
the distribution channel in 3-5 weeks.

if any Ensoniq customers are having problems
with their Audio equipment and the Zip drive
please contact ICMEGA by PHONE or FAX
at the following numbers:

IOMEG.-i Customer Service {dill} d25'-?d3t3'
Customer Service Fax -1'dillJ W8-3461

lie sure that the 1-ill-" code is referred to during
the call or fax. This will alert lomega Cus-
tomer Service to their specific needs.
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if the customer returns the Zip drive to the
factory without notifying Customer Service
about the Alli failure it is possible they could
receive the same vintage or drive in return.

lomega appreciates your assistance in resolv-
ing this issue and apologises for any incon-
venience this has caused.I "

flimmyl23@aol.com - l-ii there,

About that ZIP drive formatting problem - l
will be receiving EPSm {by Terje Finstadj in a
few days... [hopefully today]. fine of the ntain
reasons that l am getting it is that it will allow
you toformat ZIP drives.

Look around some of the Ensoniq pages... l"m
sure you'll find his address around sente-
where. {l'm at school right now so l can't get
to it. J]

Hi All-

Does Ensoniq, or anybody else you know of,
make a 4-*-lkHx effect file for the ASH-10 that
provides reverb and chorus, with a separate
bus for reverb but no chorus? EQ or DDL as
well would be a plus, but not required for my
immediate need. RUM-Db (built in) does this
but runs only at 3UkHa. There's a wonderful
44kHs reverb, chorus and delay effect in-
cluded with US rev 3.00 disk, but it doesn't
provide a separate reverb-only bus.

Tankses!
Gary Morrison
Austin, TX

ICS - Unless Waveboy makes such a beast, l
know of no ddk effects available in the con-
figuration you want. if worse comes to worse,
though, you might be able to simulate the
chorus ef.-"eat with some clever layer program-
ming, and use the 44k reverb of your choice
(obviously, this won't be much help if you're
trying to process external audioJ...1

 |

Greetings,

It seems as if you are my last resortii -:) I
have, for some time now, tried in vain to ob-
tain serviee literature on the ESQ-1.

Please, if anyone can help, I am certain it is
you guys.

Thanks! ll! ! It
Loyd S. blandula
Gideon Film Group
r.eppa@icanect.net



ICS — We're posting your plea, but I wouldn't
hold my breath. Have you tried talking to En-
soniq Customer Service? I'm sure they would
be helpful.)

ITH - Actually, Ensoniq has traditionally
been fairly "private" with regard to service
literature. They may loosen up on an older
synth like the ESQ, but you might also try to
find a friendly tech at their nearest Authorised
Service Center - Ensoniq will tell you where
that is.)

[Ensoniq -— Cur policy is that we provide serv-
ice through a network of Authorized Repair
Stations. We do not provide service documen-
tation to end-users. We recommend that if you
are having a problem you take your ESQ-I
into a repair station. If you need to find the
one nearest you call I-Slit?-553 -.5 ISIS and
we'll help locate onefor you.)

 

"[‘H_

Hello everyone. I'm a university student and
I'm writing a paper about the Ensoniq com-
pany. I'm especially looking for in-depth in-
formation on the technological aspect, like the
transfer by the founders of the Commodore
chips and ‘JLSI technology to their new
enterprise, as well as the technological stra-
tegies, opportunities and problems of Ensoniq.
Some corporate stuff, like financial and
marketing info would also be greatly ap-
preciated. Thank you.

Patrick Doss
bjl 9'1 E'§|6@merlin.si.uqam.ca

{TH - Ensoniq's a privately-held company so
a lot of the corporatelfinancial material will
be hard to come by. There are some “PR
Packages" that you can get firom Ensoniq
[did-dd?-3930) that contain a little on the
history and maybe some news clippings and
such.)

{CS - There's also some corporate {and
other) info at their web site — http.'llwww.en-
soniqcoml.)

).Ie_fi'.Ietton — There's a small amount of inter-
esting Ensoniq history in Mark Vail's
"Vintage Synthesizers," which is published by
GPI books.)

{Ensoniq - Being a privately held company I
doubt that we would be willing to release as
much "in-depth" information as you may be
asking. Why don't you contact us directly with
a list of questions and we'll look them over to
see what we would be willing to answer. {Ac-
tually, we're saving all the good stuff for

when Bruce, Albert, and Bob write that
"tell-all" bookljj

{TH - Gee, will it contain service info?)

TH-

I have a problem with my SD-1 receiving con-
troller data in multi mode.

It receives volume control messages just fine
but any other controllers such as pan don't
seem to have an effect. I have several other
keyboards connected after the SD-1 and they
react to all of the controllers just fine. If
anyone can tell me the magic button that I
didn't press, it would be greatly appreciated.

Thanks,
Frank Ford
frank.ford@mai1.wdn.com

,-'CS — I didn't think the SD-I would respond
to MIDI pan messages {controller #10), so
you better talk to jmarkworth t’whose e-
response appears below). As far as problems
with any other messages, you might want to
check the MIDI implementation chart in the
back of your owner's manual to find out
which ones your SD-I responds to. For any
additional information, you might want to try
contacting Ensoniq Customer Service direct-
ls-l
)jmarkworth@fetch.com - I am a long time
SD-I user. I am running Cakewalk Pro 3.0
and am using a MOTH MIDI Express. I have
successfully sent Pan Controller Messages to
the SD-I in Multi Mode from Cakewalk and
even watched the keyboard respond to them
on the display, so it can be done. Are you
using a multi port MIDI interface or are you
daisy chaining devices together? What are
you using as a controller?)

I-Ii Clark,

A question regarding the Syquest EZ-drive
{l35lvI) and an ASH-1|]: Are they compatible‘?
Simple question, I hope.

Cheers,
Tom Fryer
barfry@xs4all.nl

ITH - Well, Rubber Chicken is selling Syquest
EZ-I35 for ASH users. So I suppose the
answer is yes.)

ICS — Remember. you can check on the most
recent version of Ensoniq's "Approved SCSI
Device List" at their Web Site.)
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[martin.pittard@fujitsu.com.au — I Have tried
the Ensoniq Web site for the approved SCSI
drive list and can'tfind it. Any hints?!)

{CS — If you mean you can'tfind Ensoniq's
list of approved hard drives, I'm not too
surprised. You've got to drop through several
menus to get there Ithe URL is http.'ltwww.en-
soniq.comlmidlscsi.htmJ.

If you mean, however, that you can't find the
Syquest EZ-I35 drive on the list, that's be-
cause it isn't there. This doesn't mean that it
won't work, though. It probably just means
that it hasn't been tested yet. As you know,
llubber Chicken Soflware markets the drive
for use with Ensoniq products. Ifyou have any
questions, you might check with them.)

{Ensoniq - We have just finished testing the
EZ-I35 and it works fine for all functions ex-
cept advanced audio recording 1'bouncing
tracks etc.J.)

 

TH-

I bought a TS-12 when I first arrived here
from Australia I have tried out some serious
sequencing now and find it great. However, I
can not get the TS-12 to do dynamic mix-
downs on more than one track. It is possibly a
softwareiuser or hardware fault. I have fol-
lowed the instructions in the manual to the let-
ter and it is starting to frustrate me as I want
to be able to fade things in and out (obvious-
ly}.

Thanks in advance,
Anthony Carpenter
tcmax.@usa.pipeline.com

{CS - The information you provide is a bit
sketchy, but a couple of things come to mind.

First, dynamic mixdown using the data slider
can only be applied to song tracks, not se-
quence tracks. Attempting to write fades into
sequence fusing the data slider) tracks will
definitely result in frustration.

Also, did you realise that you can use a
volume pedal to control fades in sequence
tracks? The Ensoniq CVP-I pedal {at least, I
think that's the model number) is recom-
mended [and inexpensive), but other pedals
may work, too. .Iust use the pedal to control
volume for a track while in over-dub mode.

If neither of these suggestions provides you
any relief, you may want to write again, and
explain in more detail what you are doing. Cir,
you might just want to contact Ensoniq Cus-
tomer Service directly, or via e-mail at music-



support@ensoniq.com.)

TH_

I uttt interested in the new MR Rack, and
have tried calling Ensoniq's I-Sill} number to
get info on the ‘World expansion module, to
no avail.

Does anyone know if there is a list of the
sounds that will be available on the World ex-
pansion module for the new MR-Rack‘? I
heard they will ship ir1 the spring, but I was
hoping to find out what the sounds will be.

I just want to know what sounds will be on it
and whether they are recording new sounds
from scratch, or just copying existing wave.-
forms. I want some killer world percussion
stuff and want to buy the unit if they are
gomra do it right.

I want some usable tabla drum and other per-
cussion sounds and just want to know if they
are really taking world sounds seriously. Even
the Alesis DM5 and Roland REM-ethnic card
doesn't go far enough, in my humble opinion,
to provide the number of samples necessary to
produce believable tabla rhythms and African
drums etc... But as a didjeridoo and djembe
player, I have a critical ear. The tabla sounds
on the Korg Trinity are good though, so I'm
hoping for something equivalent before I
make the investment.

Michael Le Bicn
ml@webspace-designs.com

)CS - Although I can't tell you what sounds
might be included in the World expansion
module for the Mil, {because I don't know), I
do know that Ensoniq has spent a whole
bunch of time and money sourcing new
samples for this project. So a lot of what
you'll hear in the module will be brand new,
never-heard-before stufil Of course, that
doesn't mean you'll like it, just that you
haven't heard it before.

I'm sure Ensoniq will have a much more
detailed and informed response than this, so
watch for your copy of TH to get the real
low-down.)

{Ensoniq — We are still finishing development
on the World Board 1’called EXP-I The Real
World). We can tell you that it contains 44I
waveforms, all newly-sourced material that
we have collectedfrom around the world over
the last three years. It contains a lot of great
percussion - I quickly looked over the
developer's shoulder and found the following
Tabla waves.‘ Table liend Up, Tabla Hits I -2,

Tabla Mules l-3, Tabla tilpen I-2, Tabla Pop
Hit, Tabla Slaps I-2, Tabla S Roll, Tabla
Softflt I. Now don't write in next month as-
king for another specfic instrument — as soon
as we can we'll put up a full list on the Web,
and ship the Board so you can hear it for
yoursefi

Another way to preview the nature of our
sounds is to go to Keyboard Magazine's Web
Site {Keyboard Central) — we have shared
some of our source recordings with them in
support of their World Music article. Their
URL is http.'.-'lwww.keyboardmag.comlkey-
board.

P.-S. GK — we also have Djembe Flam, Djembe
Heel, Djembe Mute, Djembe Clpen I -2,
Djembe Slap, Iljembe Tap and three different
Digideroo rhythm waves.)

Dear Transoniq Hacker,

We are attempting for the first time to transfer
some downloaded SysEx files from the PC to
the SD-1 via MIDI, but we've um into a snag
and hope you can shed some light on what
went wrong. Since we're not sure exactly
what went wrong or where, let us outline the
equipment and the steps we took, and the
results.

Equipment: Packard-Bell Pentium PC with PB
Sound 16A sound,-"midi card [says MPU-dill
compatible}, l4~'-lllll baud modem with
Netscape. MIDI,ljoystick adapter cable is con-
nected to the SI)-l MIDI InIOut jacks. We
grabbed SoundLib l.ill and MDF off of the
net in hopes that one of them would work.

Procedure: Went to one of the FTP sites listed
in a recent issue of TH and saw a couple of
interesting-looking SysEx files we decided to
try. They were sdl__int.u.ue and vfxsddem.uuc.
We FTP'd them, then used xferpro to uu-
decode them to the gs sipped files. Then used
'WinZip to unxip the files, which yielded:
sdl__int.syx (6360? bytes} and vfxsddem.fit]p
(6360? bytes}. So far, so good (we think}.

Now that we were ready to transmit the Sysfix
patch bank set to the SD-I, we hooked up
both MIDI cables {also tried this with the key-
board outfcomputer in cable unhooked, as it
said somewhere that this could give problems}
and ran the SoundLib program. We selected
VFX mode. After setting the SD-1 to
“SYS-EX. REC STA.TUS=WAITING" {on the
STDRAGE page), we asked the computer to
send the file. The first flle we sent was the
vfxsddem.t5Dp. Immediately the SIZE: went
from ll to 1 and stayed at l during the upload.
After the computer was finished sending, the
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SIZE= went to I25.

Now, that doesn't sound right since the sire of
a patch bank set should be 63, so I figure our
problem has already occurred. Ar" " we
saved the info from sequencer menr.-ry onto
disk and then tried to load it into INT RAM.
There was no change in the contents of INT
RAM! We tried this again by downloading the
sdl_int.syx file from the computer. Same
everything. We saved this to disk also and at-
tempted to load it into INT RAM. It never
changed anything, though one time it loaded a
bunch of strange {garbage} characters into the
first nine banks of INT RAM.

Then we tried the same events with the MIIF
program instead of SoundLib. The results
were essentially identical.

So, what's wrong‘? Hopefirlly we've given you
enough information for you to suggest what
the problem is or what we did wrong. fine
thing we wondered about is that this sound
card says MPU-tltll compatible, while the
program mentioned MIPU-Bill. ‘Would that
matter for a simple MIDI SysEx dump‘?

One other question - Can SysEx data be
loaded directly into II‘-IT RAM on the SD-I in-
stead of into sequencer memory first‘? This
would be convenient if it could be done, and
if so please tell us how that would be done.

Yours truly,
Ben Barnes and Al Smith

{CS - I'm not familiar with the programs
you're using to do the SysEx transfers to your
SD-I. However, you are making at least one
incorrect step during this process.

You should not set the SD-I to "SYS-EX REC
STATUS." This is the mode you'd use if you
wanted to record b'ysEx jirom a device other
than your SD-l Isuch as a drum machine or
MIDI effects processor) into your SI]-I for
storage to afloppy disk.

If the data you downloaded and decoded is
valid SD-I SysEx, you should be able to send
it to your SD-I simply by sending it,‘ you don't
have to do anything special with the SI}-I
fapart from making sure that the "SYS-
EX=Jt'X" parameter in the MIDI menu is set
to "UN," that is). Tire SI)-I will automatically
receive SD-I SysEx data, should it encounter
it.

Anyway, try sending the data again, but this
time, don't put the SD-I into SYS-EX REC
STATUS before sending the data. If you're
still having trouble, you might consider con-
tacting Ensoniq Customer Service, and seeing



if they have any thoughts on the matter.)

l 

TI-[_

Do you know of any PC software program
that will allow me to send a wave file from
my computer to my ASR-1|] and let me play it
back on the keyboard‘?

Thanks,
Iohn Newton
JADZ2'lA@PRDDIGY

[Herman I Hang Kong — Rubber Chicken will
introduce you Soundlfert I.t'l3 ti: Giebler
EDM, very economical, no fidelity loss, and
kind-ntan Garth will answer more ifyou ask.)

[CS - Also, you might want to download a
copy of Garth Hjelte's “From Cyberspace to
your Ear," available at the Hacker's ftp site.
In it, you'll find several programs mentioned,
some of which are shareware, I believe.)

 

']_"H_

When I want to send Sysex dump to the
4S6,t'Win95Isequencer via a joystick MIDI
cable, my computer hangs, and I have to turn
the power off to restart.

The same thing happens when the TS-11 is
switching to GMIDI mode, but normal MIDI
transmission like notes and program changes
work alright. It seems too much MIDI data
stuck the computer‘? Please help!

I use Ensoniq Soundscape, TS-12, SOUND-
VERT, Giebler, MAUI, and Micro Logic.

cousins@asiaonline.net

{CS - I'm afraid this is a bit outside my nor-
mal tutf I'm passing your letter along to
Ensoniq 1"you may want to consider contacting
their customer service department directly).
Perhaps they for one of eta readers) will have
a suggestion or two...)

{Ensoniq - This is too difficult to try to
answer in the Interface - we have to trouble-
shoot your system better with you. Please con-
tact us directly so we can help you.)

 i.

TH...

First of all, I have some answers for someone
named "MARTIN" who asked about an editor
for the KT-‘lb for use with an Atari computer.
First of all, the program that was mentioned
by CS (X-or} is still available from: Toad

Computers, Sit} Govemor Ritchie Highway,
Sever-na Park, MD 21146-2925. Phone: {Still}
443-SE23 (orders), (tilt!) 544-6943 {general
information}. E-Mail: irtfo-@toad.net. WWW:
http:,l,lwww.toad.net. They sell XoR (v. 2.0}
for $149.

He might also try a company called SDUND
QUEST INC. They sell universal editor)
librarians for the PC, MAC, Atari, Amiga.
The program is called MIDI Quest, and the
Atari version costs S299 (Canadian). They
also sell individual editor,-‘librarians for
specific synths. They call these SOLD
QUEST, and they go for $129 (Canadian),
which is currently about $99 {US}. It says
right in their ad (in Electronic Musician} that
the programs work with the KT-'It5. They can
be reached at: {Still} 66'?‘-3993 {US}, Intemet:
'}'dTU2.22U5@Compusente.com.

And as for my question, where can I f"md a
SCSI adaptor for use with my original-flavor
EPS‘? I've got a 2x memory expander catt-
ridge from Ensoniq, and it has a little "cutout"
on the end, which I was told enabled that
cartridge to be used with the SCSI adaptor.
Also, about what should I expect to pay for it‘?
And, I've got an extra Maxtor l2'lmeg SCSI
hard drive lying around, do you think it would
be compatible with the EPS‘? By the way, my
ROM version is only 2.0, so would I need to
upgrade that‘?

Thank you, and continued success with the
Hacker. I've been a reader and subscriber
since around 1939.

Paul Nurminen
Nurmix@ecn.com

{CS — I think you can still order SCSI kits
directly from Ensoniq, and I think they run
about $25tl, and it shouldn't be a big deal to
upgrade to current software 1'the current disk
DS is version 2.49; EEPRDM is version 2.40).
But don't take my wordfor it; contact Ensoniq
Customer Service directly. Hey - they might
even know if your Maxtor drive will work ftf
you can figure out what mechanism your Max-
tor drive uses, you might want to check out
Ensoniq's approved drive list fhttp:llwww.en-
soniq.comlmidlscsi.htm_i. )

{Ensoniq - Clark is correct. We-still sell the
SP-I for your EPS,‘ it retails for $I99.95 in-
cluding installation. We don't know directly
about that Maxtor drive but since you already
have it why not try it out? Then write back
and share your results with the rest of us.)

 

TH-
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Why aren't Ensoniq products ever featured in
the music mail order catalogs {Sam Ash,
American Music Supply, Musician's Friend,
etc...) that I always receive in the mail?

jbf@pipeiinc.com

{Ensoniq - We do not allow our dealers to ad-
vertise our products in catalogs that go out-
side of the dealer's local area. We believe that
you should work with your local retailer to
not only get a good price, but also get good
support and service - things that cannot be
done from afar. This does not mean that a
given dealer does not carry our products - we
do business with Sam Ash in the New
Yorklllew Jersey area, for instance.)

 

Hi all-

I have a strange problem with ever-diminish-
ing volume every time I select certain instn1-
ments with their lnstrument*'I‘rack button on
my ASR-Iii. This occurs only...

on instruments with MIDI STATUS set to
MIDI, not set to LDCAL. (My sequencer re-
quires local to be tumed off, and it reflects
everything it receives back, sometimes
modifying it. Hut the sequencer isn't doing
this, because it still occurs when I loop MIDI
OUT directly back to MIDI IN.)

on instruments whose volume, either in the
Edit:Track page or as selected with the data
entry slider while in (non-blinking} Load
mode, is significantly lower than full-bore
£99}.

I-Iere's an example: Wlten I set such an instru-
ment for a volume of ‘lit, and then use my se-
quencer to record what the ASR sends each of
several times I select that instrument, here's
what I sec: Each selection send out, among
other MIDI messages, a Controller "I {volume}
message. Gn successive selections, the
volume it sends out is I52, 43, 30, 21, I4, and
so forth.

These numbers are, as it turns out, I2’? times
powers of 'ltl~'-Yr. So clearly, each time it
receives a MIDI volume message from the
looped-back MIDI channel, it MULTIPLIES
the current volume BY ‘l'[.'|%, rather thmr SET-
TING it TD ‘ltth (of the max value of I27),
until the instrument is no longer audible.

So, is there any way either to get it to stop ac-
cumulating the effect of MIDI volume mes-
sages, or stop sending volume messages upon
selecting an instrument‘?

Here are some potentially relevant Edit:Sys-



te1Tt*tvIIDI settings: l‘vIUI.TI CUN'I'RDL-
LEI-l.S=DN, l'vIIDI SONG SELECT=DFF,
MIDI PRUG CHANGE=UFF, MIDI SYS-
E}I=UFF, MIDI CDNTRCILLEI-lS={lN, MIDI
IN hIU[IE=Ml.lI.TI, and TR.h.NSMIT UN:
INST CHAN.

Thanks fer the help!
Gary lvlerrisen
.h.ustin, TX

{CS — Year prehtem is the MIDI teep yea’ ve
get happening hetween year AER and sequen-
cer. What happens is this: yeu send a vetume
message te yeur sequencer frem year AER;
the sequencer "eehees" the message hack te
the AER,‘ the AER receives the vetume mes-
sage jrem the sequencer, and sends it track te
the cempater, and se en.

The setatien is te turn yeur seqaencer's MIDI
eche fsemetimes catted "MIDI Threugh" ,1 efi]
se that the sequencer is net echeing messages
tract: te the ASH. if yea can't de that, try set-
ting up a MIDI instrument en the ASH 1’create
an instrument with ne samptes), and using
enty that instrument te recerd inte year se-
quencer fase the sequencer te set ptaytrach
MIDI channets, vetume, panning, and se en
fer the tracks yea recerd using year MIDI tn-
strament). This attews yea te eche the data
yeu're recerding en a difierent MIDI channet
than the ene yea are transmitting en, circum-
venting the Mtfli teep.,t

Dear Hacker:

Thank yeu fer being here...

I have a questien er a request that weutd
prebably be best suited fer Ensnniq. I cem-
pese and preduce a let ef Hip Hep and Dance
music. My primary instrument is an ASR-III.
fine ef the mest valuable functiens that the
ASR sequencer has te nffer is the Editt
Seq.Seng page. In Hip Hep the mirt is every-
thing. I eften utilize the mute and sele func-
tinns manually. I wnuld like tn be able tn
recnrd them in real-time tn Seng Tracks.
Punching a mute er snle in tn a track is eften
deterrrrined by feel and natural timing. This
carmet be accnmplished by writing them as a
step in a given sequence because eften the
mute may be desired fer enly a beat er twe in
a particular bar; furthermere it weuld be
redundant. The sequencer already allews yeu
tn recerd the mitt and pan functiens in tn a
Seng Track, hnw much harder weuld it be tn
add this capability tn the mute and sele func-
tiens? I am currently using the mitt functinn
but it dnesn't allnw me tn be as precise be-
cause the levels fluctuate. Perhaps this is
semetlring that ceuld be addressed in the de-

velepment ef the nertt t].S.

Thank yeu fer yeur time and cnnsideratien.

Sincerely,
Bunnfest@ael.cem

{Enseniq - Thanks fer the input - this dees
seund titre e geed idea. We cannet make any
premise as te adding new features te the AER,
hat we witt certainty keep this idea in na'nd in
case we de. if net we witt heap it in mindfer
future predacts.,t

Dear Transeniq Hacker:

I have been fellewing the dialeg ceneerning
the Inmega Zip drive and the inability ef snme
ef the medels tn fermat tn the Enseniq fnrmat.

With help frem Garth Hjelte, I was able tn get
my Zip drive tn fnrmat its disk while cen-
nected tn my EPS-16+. In nrder tn get the Zip
drive tn wnrk at all, I first had tn include my
Syquest 105 meg remevable chive in the SCSI
chain. Setting my Zip drive tn Device #5, ter-
minatien eff and then terminating the SyQuest
IU5 [device #2}, I was able tn get the
EPS-16+ tn recngniae the ZIP drive. Frnm
what Garth tells me, the abnve precednre has
nethirrg te de with the EnsnniqiZlPtFermat-
ting prnblem.

Fer these ef yeu whe de net have the lurtury
ef a secnnd SCSI drive, yen must get a SCSI
sentry {ef which I lerew nethirrg abnut} tn get
the Zip drive tn wnrk by itself.

The serial it nf my ZIP drive is RA952-*-'l4lEU
and it is nld ennugh that it preperly ferrnats tn
the Enseniq standard. I hepe this infermatien
will help these nwners ef a Zip drive in deter-
mining the vintage nf their Zip drive.

If yeu gn tn the Rubber Chicken Seftware
WEB page, yeu will find valuable infnrnratinn
abnut hnw tn centact Inmega and ge abnut
getting an ertchange fer a Zip Drive that
deesn't prepcrly fermat tn the Enseniq fer-
mat.

Just trying te be helpful.
James Resend
jresa.rrdtft)elympus.net

TH-

I just started using EPSm, which I get directly
frnm Terje Finstad. It werks great and I'll be
registering this prngram teday. My questinn:
where are the best places en the Intemet tn
dewnlead samples fer the EPS-16+? Alan, are
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there shareware pregrams designed tn edit
samples en yeur cerrrputer (in my case a
Pewerltdac)?

Thanks,
Iehn Palerme
{jpaler'mn@haven.ins.cem}

{CS — .t den't spend tets ef time teehing fer
seunds and samptes en the net, but it seems te
me that yea ceatd get a geed start try check-
ing eat tl-tichaet Hyman's mest eacettent “En-
seniq Reseurces en the Internet guide"
1'http :ttwww.neta.rs.centt--ntihehtensem'q.htmtj.
Perhaps the hest-hnewn site fer att EPS t’and
snme ether Enseniq heybeard stufij is Oah-
tand University's EPS archives. {http.'ttwww.
acs.eahtand.edateahtepsteps.htmtj. Atse,
yeu'tt find snme factery seunds at Enseniq’s
Web Site fhttp.*ttwww.enseniq.cemt,}. And yea
might atse check in with seme cf the ether
magazine's weir sites - such as Keybnard
magazine’ s site, |"http.'t.-' wwrv.mfi.cemthey—
treardt,l.j

TH —

I weuld like tn knew hnw tn accurately time
cempress er ertpand an S5 bpm sample te l-tltl
bpms and vice versa.

What are the mathematics te calculating this?
The time this takes te precess drives me nuts
se I'd like tn get it right at the first try. I've
get the AER-I'll manual but it deesn't seem te
explain this.

Thanks,
Huge Bugg
trneceli@wchat.en.ca

{CS - The fermutefs pretty simpte, realty.
Divide the eriginai tempe by the destinatien
tempe, and mattipiy by I00. Se, te ge frem 85
te 140 trpm, the fermuta techs tiite this:
85t.ldt.l*tt1fl =t'itJ..?t-=t, er a cempressien facter
cf tit % {reanded apt]

I-It TH and readers,

I recently purchased my first Enseniq synth
ever, a TS-I'll, and se far I'm very pleased
with it. Especially the effect precesser and the
track parameter eentrellers are great. Hew-
ever, I have ene preblem; the suing pregrams
previded “en beard" den't wnrk very well in
the kind ef music I de. They're simply a bit
tee realistic, I think. What I need is snmething
mere warm and rich like nld Uberhcim er
Reland patches. I've been tbreugh the rest ef
the TSD library, but netlring really differs sig-
nificantly frem what I already have.



By layering strings with sine-waves (and
snme ether wavefnrrtis] and cutting the tep
frequencies, I've been able tn ceme up with
semething quite gned but as yeu'll prebably
agree, quite gned is net always eneugh. Se if
any nf yeu readers have snme prngramnring
tips yeu weuld like tn share, I weuld be very
happy.

Rccnnrmendatiens tn eemmercial pregranrs
{Ensertiq as well as third-party preducts) are
very welcnme ten, but since I currently den't
ewn a CD-ROM drive we're talking flnppies.

Thanks,
Michael Skaanrring-Hansen
e-rnail: F‘iIMSI{@dmu.dk

{CS — When layering synth waves with yeur
string samples den't neglect seme ef the mere
rebast waves; sawteeth and pulse waves, fer
example, cembine beautifully with string
waves if they are first filtered te take cf snme
ef the edge. Other candidates: Transwavcs,
particularly "X-WAVE Z"; brass waves, beth
sele and ensemble {gned fer adding bedy —
filter te taste}, and vecal waves.,l

{Lj Garrett - Hi Michael... I've had very gned
success with ether Enseniq synths replicating
Reland .Iune IU6 string seunds. First, tech at
the fundaments ef the synth yea are trying te
imitate. With a .Iane lllti the seund I had was
based en a saw wave and square wave 1'sub-
esciltaterj. Add a rather mild slew vibrate te
these, adjust the filters te taste, and the en-
vetepes te a slew string shape. Okay, new te
get the eld Ileland chorus use the 8-veice
cherus. The mest impertant thing is this
chorus.

I've been able te get exactly the same thing
witheut the anateg hissll

Geed luck.. ._l

Greetings frem Bermuda,

I just tuned in tenight and hepe that semeene
will help guide me thrnugh this MIDI stuff.
Basically, I can prngram the kinds nf drum
setmds I need en my TS-12 er Yamaha R‘t'3tl
separately. Hewever, after MIDI cenneetiens,
I seem tn be missing snme dr1.tm seunds frem
the RYSD. Net all trigger pads preduce seunds
and the deme sengs snrrnd incemplete. I
thnught I was fnllnwing the manual {beth)
fairly well. I hepe semeene can effer snme
advice.

Thanks much,
Genrge Simens
gsinrnns@ibl.bm

{CS — I'm afraid I'll need a bit mere infe
befere I ceuld hazard a guess abeut what's
geing en. I need te knew what yeur setup is —
which instrument is the centrelter, which is
the slave, what ether MIDI stuff yeu might
have hacked up — and a few specifics abnut
the preblem, such as: are the drum seunds
"missing" frem the TS-I2 er fitem the Rl’3ll?
Are they missing during live perfermance, er
during sequence playback?

Write again, and fill me in; I'll see what I can
de then...,l

T]-;[_

I weuld like tn knew if there is any way tn ar-
chive my ewn samples ente CD-ROM tn be
used. by my ASH-Ill‘? I have cemplcte access
tn digital recerding, editing, and CD-ROM ar-
chiving en my Macintesh, but what ferrnat
dnes the disc have tn be in fer the ASR tn read
it‘? There sheuld be a way that I ceuld recerd
all ef my samples inte the cemputer and then
burn a CD fer the ASR...

Thanks in advarrcell
Tem
Tcushing@Iquest.net

{CS - Yea sheuld be able te create yeur ewn
CD-ROMS fer year ASR-ID, but yea den't
need te werry abeut transferring samples te
year cemputer. lust make an exact image cf
the final CD en an AER-IO-fermatted hard
disk {take care te put yeur files and direc-
teries in the erder yea want them en the final
disk}, and use yeur CD-recerder te make a
dist:-image cf that.

Of ceurse, there are a ceuple ef things te keep
in mind when making the eriginal image en
yeur hard disk, i.e. create directeries and
sub-directeries first, and aveid fragmenting
flies. Alse, ifyeu are using banks, create them
with the hard disk set te the same .S'CSI- It}
that yea intend te use with yeur ASH-ID
CD-ROM drive.

Other than that, it's all pretty straightter;
ward.,l

TH-

The preblem: I need tn get a sequence en my
cemputer recnrded inte my EPS fer a live per-
fnrmance. I have tried simply setting the EPS
tn recerd and syncing up the cleck devices,
but it appears that the EPS enly recerds what
is acmally played en the lecal keybeard.

Questinn: Am I deing snmething wreng, er is
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this net pessible witheut snme third party
seftware as a ge-between‘? If sn, what PC sett-
ware is available tn cenvert my type 1 MIDI
files tn EPS classic sequences. Dees this selu-
tien alse allew fer writing the file ente an
EPS fnrrnatted disk‘?

Any help weuld be appreciated.

Sincerely,
Tnm Magee
tcmagee@eanuck.cnm

{Tem Magee [fellew-up} - Thanks te anyene
werking en this preblem, but I figured it eat
myself. I'm still geing te purchase seme seft-
ware that can save and fermat EPS files and
disks, but fer the limited use I need right new,
my selutien is adequate.I

t'dft'sher@maui.cem — What was yeur selutien,
Temlj

{TH — Yeah, we were kinda wandering, tee.
I-Iere's Clark's respense.. ._,l

{CS — Yea sheuld be able te recerd sequences
inte yeur EPS classic frem an external seurce.
Twe things need te happen, theugh. First, any
tracks yea wish te centret frem an external
seurce need te have their MIDI STATUS
{press Edit, Instrument, then scretlj set te
semething cempatible with receptien cf exter-
nal MIDI signals - either LOCAL, er BOTH, I
believe. Next, yeu' ll need tn recerd tracks ene
at a time inte the EPS 1'multi-recerd fanctiens
didn't beceme available in Enseniq preducts
until later). My recemmendatien is that yea
set yeur EPS MIDI III MODE te POLY |_"edit,
system, and screll). Cheese a MIDI BASE
CHANNEL, such as channel I. Select the first
InstrumentlTrack yeu wish te recerd 1'its LED
sheuld be glewing yetlewj. At yeur cemputer,
mate all but the track yea want te recerd inte
the EPS InstrumentlTrack yeu've selected. Set
the cemputer-generated track se it's transmit-
ting en the MIDI channel yeu've set fer the
EPS base channel. Make sure the EPS and
yeur cemputer are synchreniaed, and recerd
the track inte the EPS. Repeat this precessfer
each additienal track ['select the track tn
recerd en the EPS, and mute all but the track
yeu're sending at the cemputer], until all
tracks are recnrded inte the EPS, and save the
finished sequence.

If this all seems like tee much treuble, seft-
ware te cenvert standard MIDI files inte EPS
files is available frem Giebler Enterprises, 26
Crestview Drive, Pheenixville, PA I94t$D.
Phene: {dill} 933 -D332. t'http.*llmembers.
ael.cemtgieblert_l. Giebler alse has utilities
which allew yeu te manipulate EPS disks in a
variety cf ways using yeur .Pt'I.,l
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Call Me Tell Free
1-800-223-DUST(3 378)

MOI'IIisa .tI.ccepted Gift Certificates Available

In a tnp-secret undergreuncl
IBIDOFHIDFY, Syntaurengineers
have been hard at wnrk
crafting a new aural arsenal
fnrthe KT synthesizers. New,
yen can have these seunds
right at yeur fingertips.

lit] serieus patches Ier the ICT-FE and I'll"-SB.

$39.95 $97.95
en -:IisI<* PCMCIA card

"' t_-‘ivailable lnrmats: Mac, IBM, er Atari disk
with leading seltvvare-; Alerts Datadisk; 5 sEx
disk ler Enseni AER-ID, EF5-lb, EPS, Till],
T5-I2, SD-I, VII-sd.

Cltders must Include $4 shipping lib Ier
Icrcign erders]. It-tlaslertlard, ‘tlisa, and .-ltmlix
accepletl. Write nr call fer tree cataleg nf
seunds fer all Ensnniq keyhnards!

Leacl and Flay

mu)“ ScquencesLAB)
Sequences ter the gigging mas.lrra.n..-

Fer the Ensnniq
EPS, 16+, AER 1W12 and TS-ttb't2

All titles alse available It'll . .
IBM E JITARI . . . GM, GS - SMF

F-‘npular requests. blues, cnuntry and classic rnch.
ltllrtte er call fer I ca telegl

Music Labs
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L. B. Music Sequences
We Suppert Ensnniq - Rnland

Knrg - Yamaha I SMF-GSIGM Fnrmats
Why net give L. B. Music a try and see
why se many peeple leve cur sequences

— and keep ceming backfcr merell

Music and Lyrics New ltvailablell
Tell Free Drderliner I -dllfl-JLB-MLISIC

Visa and Mastercard Accepted

L. B. Music
51 Charter Oak Drive

Newten Square, PA 19U?3-3044
are-356-T255 lFax: are-ass-era?

ENSONIQ DISKETTE MANAGER
Use Ensnniq Disks en yeur IBM-PC
RnadtWritelFermattCnpy and mere.
Suppnns all Ensnniq Disk Fnrmats.

ENSONICI MIDI MANAGER
Send er Receive Data thrnugh MIDI
tn yeur PC Ier these keybnards:
KS-32 ‘v'F>( SD-1 SD-2 ESQ-1

SEQUENCE CDNKIERTERS
Cenvcrt Standard MIDI Files teltrem
Sequences fer these keybeards:
TS-ID.-’12 SQ-1 SD-1 VFX-ed
SQ-BU EPS-‘I E EPS ASH-‘ID
KS-32 KTJEIISS SQ-2 ESI} 1

SD-1 TD T5-1IJt12 CONIIEFITEFI
Ier ‘v'FI-I-sd er SD-1 sequences 81 snngs.

Call new te nrder er ter mere infermetinn
en these and ether seitware packages.

Giebler Enterprises
26 Crestview Drive

Pheenirtville, PA 19460
an fl} ass-ease --

|%I Fax: ass-sass i.§-I
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and squeaky scund Ft-t. Atlncst every sample
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ever EDD pares and pups tn send yeur music
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Rubber Chicken Software Ca. - Your Source for Ensoniq Accessories’
SPECIAL LIMHFD 0FFEi?.£ii .
Qhicken QB-ROM Drives
Onty a iim ited amount available! Specially -
equipped for Ensoniq compatibility! Even _
cempatible with the 1E~Pius [add $20}! -
Try the Introductory Bundle for $2‘?-‘$.95 - l:l1at'.'s our CD-

FIUM Drive wit.l1 any Chicken CD-RUM!

ANOTHER SPECIAL LIMITED 0FFERiH
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NEXT MONTH - EXCITING NEW PRODUCTS!
Fer the Latest Scoop, cell our HetLine or

check out our Web Page!

flrficmweee Chicken ii, Electric Bess Peki '
Our great sound sets - new containing Korg Waveetetion
sounds and stunning Electric Bass samp|es.$3Q.95 each!
Check Out Chicken CD-RUM ii

Contains great sounds such as The Guitar Pair, the Synthi
Electric Bass Pelt, The French Coiiection, "KP meets ASH"

 0Qflt£hQ f0!‘ SCSI! cniy $ Resonant Madness, and much moretflnly $159.95!
Make your choice - a Byquest E2-135, or a Chicken GD-HUM Drive,
or both! Packed in a road-worthy rack cabinet - caii for Tina! prices!

(price abcve for the extra cabinet - drives are extra)

YET ANQTHER SPECIAL LiMiTED QFFEHFLF __
G trlrie lcrne J Drives!
As you may have read, a brand new Zipllirive you buy could have
a serious defect - it can't format Zipiliisics with an Ensoniq sampler!
Dur Zipfirives, however, have been screened to worit with the EPSi
ASH - they form atireadiwrite! We sell them with a free cartridge
fuii of RG3 seunds of your choice - that's a great deal too!
------------0nly$339.95!------------

fir EPS/ASH Tccis -for Windcue 2. 7
Gives you the inside look into your Ensoniq sampler
includes wave viewing and editing, advanced looping
functions, Naming Wizard, parameter editing! $55.95!
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WHERE CAN YOU GET ALL THIS?
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